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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This volume in the economic study of Maine, presents an
appraisal of the assets and limitations of the State .

The basic purpose of this

study is to determine what actions might be taken realistically by government,
industry, and the public to improve the current and future economic potential
of the state of Maine.

As a first step toward this objective , it is necessary

to evaluate clearly and obj e ctively the present economic assets and limitations of the State.
Numerous studies have been conducted in recent years which
describe fairly well the basic nature and composition of the State 1 s
population, industry, raw material resources, transportation facilities, and
like items.

It is not the intent of this study necessarily to augment or verify

this information, but rather to interpret the existing data in terms of their
economic implications.

To do this, the ARF study team engaged in two basic activities.
First, the previously conducted studies and existing information were
reviewed.

Second, an extensive field survey was undertaken throughout the

State to gain an impression of current "e.c onomic thinking" in the State and
to gain a feeling for activity within the State.

Representatives of the study

team visited nine economic areas in the State:

Augusta, Waterville,

Lewiston-Auburn, Portland, Brunswick-Bath,

Biddeford-Saco~Sanford,

Bangor, Presque Isle, and Houlton, and interviewed a cross-section of
local government representatives, industrialists, newspaper and communica tions people, bankers, labor leaders, public utility executives, trade asso ciation directors, educators, and private citizens.
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individuals were consulted.

On the basis of these interviews, the study team gained an appre ~
dation not only of the economic assets and limitations of the State per se,
but how the people of Maine view these assets and limitations and how they
work with and react to them.

As the services of any economic planning

program rests ultimately with the people who must implement the plan,
this awareness of the ,values, traditions, and objectives of the people of
Maine will help in fashioning a realistic development plan

~

realistic in

terms of the State's capabilities and of acceptance by its people.

This volume presents the results of the survey team's finding
of the characteristics of Maine.

The various points and characteristics

which are important in economic development are classed as assets and
limitations; each of the points in application to Maine is discus sed briefly.
Essentially this personal survey and review of previous studies forms the
basis for the subsequent study of Maine 1 s industry and for the identification
of new industry appropriate to the State.
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CHAPTER TWO
MAINE ' S ASSETS FOR ECONOMIC
EXPANSION

MAINE'S ASSETS FOR ECONOMIC EXPANSION
This chapter contains a general evaluation of those resources
and characteristics that can be considered assets for Maine.

The subsequent

chapter will cover the limitations of the State.

I.

MAINE'S ASSETS ARE MANY, THEY INCLUDE:
Availability of Raw Materials
Labor Supply and Costs
Climate and Living Conditions
Attitude of Community
Availability of Water
Low State and Local Taxes
Recreational Features
Maine has numerous features which can be classed as assets.

;rn the following discussion, each of these assets will be individually
discussed.
II.

MAINE'S RAW MATERIAL RESOURCE IS LARGELY A POTENTIAL
ASSET
This section on raw materials that are currently or potentially
available to Maine manufacturing will be confined to two natural
resource categories:

timber resources and raw mineral resources.

The agricultural resource which are felt to be one of the State's
principal assets could also logically be included in this section.
However, in the interest of optimum allocation of project time and
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budget, the agriculture resource of the State will be associated directly
with the analysis of the food products and processing industries which
are based on agriculture.

1.

The Forest Resource is a Major Asset
Three major areas are related to forestry products:
pulp and paper, lumber and wood products.

Over

one ~ third

of

Maine's employment is associated with these forestry industries
and they account for approximately one .. third of the State ' s total
value of product.

i.

Forestry resources are generally believed to have reached
a state of equilibrium

From an historical standpoint, lumber production in
Maine has declined severely since the turn of the century,
falling from around a billion board feet annually around
1900 to approximately half that in recent years.

While

such activity explains the depletion in forestry resources
to date, it is believed by those familiar with Maine's
forestry as sets that the present cut of trees is being
reasonably offset by the current rate of growth.
In the past, emphasis was placed on those softwood

species which have supported the activities of the major
land owners, namely the paper and pulp industry.

Con-

tinued growth of the softwood species in spruce and fir_,
therefore, was the major concern, and little attention was
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paid to other species.

As a result, it is generally believed

that presently fir and spruce are reasonably in equilibrium
(regarding growt h and cut), white pine has been seriously
ov crcut, and the h;trdwood growth has substantially
exceeded the cut .

At pres en t, the U. S. Forest Service is compiling
an inventory of Maine's forest stands which will identify
this asset in detail.

ii.

Control of a large part of the woodlands by a relatively few
owners limit the expansion of new firms

Of the total commercial forest land available in
Maine, 98.9 percent of such acreage is held by private
ownership; the remainder is owned either by the Federal,
stat~

or local governments.

In the holdings of the private

ownership, 55 percent is controlled by approximately
twenty-eight owners, less than 0. 1 percent of the number
of private land owners in the State.

The remaining private

acreage (45 percent) is held by over 77, 000 owners.

Thus, although it might be possible to accumulate
many of these smaller holdings into a few large tracts, the
massive task of acquisition, coupled with the generally
inaccessible location of the land_,makes the development
of large new timber land holdings unprofitable, and results
in a relatively static condition in Maine's forest land
economy.
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entry of new firms in the industry.

iii.

Growth appears promising through forestation control

A comprehensive program of tree farming

could~

in

the opinion of those familiar with tree growth, increase
the quantity of Maine's forest resources by as much as 25
percent or more.
In net, it appears that Maine's forest resources,

while making a major contribution to the State's
economy at present, can be developed through forest
management to provide even greater contribution in the
future.
2.

Maine's Mineral Resource Potential is Largely Unknown
This discussion is divided into two parts, minerals which
are now being mined within the State, and those which are not
now being mined but the presence of which is either known or
suspected.

i.

Maine's present mineral production is one of the lowest
in the country
At present, the following minerals comprise the
largest source of production within Maine: limestone,
clay, granite, slate, mica, and sand and gravel.

In 1957,

the total production of all Maine minerals was approximately
$12.8 million.
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that year were:

sand and gravel, slightly over $3, 000, 000

and crushed limestone and crushed granite, over $1 million
each.

Exhibit I, on the following page provides a summary of

production figures for major minerals produced in the State
in 1957.

Generally, the known reserves of the State's major
mineral products are considered substantial.
Maine's mineral production accounts for a very small
percentage (less than one percent) of the total dollar value
of product resulting from Maine manufacturing.

This ratio

is extremely low compared with the national mineral
production picture.

Nationally, mineral production amounts

to six percent of the total U. S. manufacturing product.
Of equal interest is Maine •s low national position
in mineral production.

In 1956, Maine ranked 46th of the

50 states . in total mineral production.

Maine accounted for

only 0. 7 percent of the total mineral production in the United
States, and her mineral production exceeded only that of
Delawc:re, Hawaii, New Hampshire, and Rhode Is land.
Historically, Maine's percentage of total mineral
prod1,1ction hit a high point in 1940 and gradually diminished
over the next ten years.

The decrease was due largely to

increased war time production of coal which, so far as is
known, is not present in the State, plus a gradual decline
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Exhibit I
Maine DED
June 15, 1960
MAINE MINERAL PRODUCTION

1957
Mineral Product

Tonnage

Clay

Value

29,924

$

27,636

Granite
Crushed Granite
Dimension Granite
Non-Comm. Granite

29, 610
130, 262 (cu. ft.)
80,617

46,976
1, 120, 900
433,300

577,955

1,012,318

Limestone
Crushed Limestone
Lime Products
Masonry Cement

74, 345 (bbl)

Portland Cement

1, 779,056 (bbl)

276,666
5, 664, 155

Non-Comm. Limestone
Mica

464,023

201,747

Peat

3,770

175,173

8,036,756

3,097,967

185,300

438,400

Slate

1, 491

453,385

Non-Comm. Misc. Stone

4,629

24, 150

Sand and Grave 1
Crushed Sandstone

Source: Maine Department of Economic Development
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in the stone industry attributable to increased use of
structural steel and concrete.

Since 1950, however,

excepting a slight setback in 1955, Maine's share of
mineral production has been slowly increasing.
ii.

The full mineral wealth of Maine is still unknown
Very little is known about the full mineral wealth of
Maine although in recent years, mineral exploration has
picked up.

Exploration is still hampered by problems

associated with private land holdings and the general
inaccessibility of major portions of the State, but it has
been stimulated by legislation which revised and simplified
the procedure for prospecting state owned lands by private
individuals .
One very recent indication as to the possibility of
mineral deposits in Maine is contained in a report of the State
Geologist.

In an examination of mineral bearing forma-

tions in Canada, close similarities were found with rock
types and structural relations found in Maine.

This

analysis might prove to be of major importance in asbestos,
copper, zinc, and nickel findings in Maine .
Additionally, the Maine Geological Survey has a
continuing program for

aero ~magnetic

mapping of

inaccessible regions which indicates areas favorable for
mineral explorations.
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companies including Kennecott Copper, American
Smelting and . Refining) and New Jersey Zinc, and others
have conducted large scale exploration programs.

Interest

has primarily been in asbestos, nickel, lead, zinc, lithium,
and diatomite .
iii.

Maine apparently has a valuable potential mineral resource
but must accelerate its exploitation programs
In summation, the mineral products which are

currently quarried and mined in the state of Maine should
continue to be in abundant reserve for the foreseeable
future.

However, production growth has been slow and

irregular, and apparently, no major effort has been made
to develop new uses or markets for these products •
. Additionally, there are strong indications that Maine
has substantial untapped mineral reserves supported
particularly by a recent survey conducted by the Maine
State Geologist.

The State, however, has been so tardy

in the investigation and exploitation of these reserves that
at present virtually nothing is known of the commercial
quality of these new mineral reserves.
It must be concluded that although the mineral
production potential of the State can be considered a future
asset, until more factual information is generated on
mineral reserves, this asset cannot be properly exploited
for present economic development.
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in learning what her minerals potential is, is seriously
retarding her over-all expansion programs.
3.

Local Areas Can Profitably Develop Materials Oriented Industry
Based on the Natural Resources of T h eir Area
Maine communities l ocated within areas where natural
resources are found can logically develop new industry based on
these raw materials.
An example of realistic industrial development thinking
at the community level is that of the Aroostook County community
of Houlton.

Recognizing the importance of potatoes as a natural

resource, Houlton has strongly oriented its development thinking
along lines of potato processing industry.

Although not ignoring

other avenues of possible economic growth, community leaders
are capitalizing on their potato resource.
Other communities throughout the State who are also
capitalizing on their raw materials are the northern and western
parts of the State where the timber resource is processed such
as Millinocket and Rumford and the Thomaston area with its
limestone reserves.
III.

SIZE AND NATURE OF THE LABOR SUPPLY IS A NET ASSET FOR
MAINE
This discussion of the Maine labor supply covers five major
considerations generally held to be of key importance by industrial
management.
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Availability of Labor
Type of Labor
Skills of .Labor
Existing Wage Rates
Union Activities
1.

Labor is Generally Available Throughout the State
No attempt will be made to quantify the availability of
labor throughout Maine.

A precise definition of the number of

workers available for employment at any given time, in any
particular area has a limited period of validity.

This discussion

will be concerned therefore with the general characteristics
of the work force.
i.

Maine labor is willing to commute
Another characteristic of the Maine worker which
inhibits precise definition of labor availability is mobility
in the sense of willingness to commute.

There was found a

high degree of unanimity throughout the State on the Maine
working man's willingness to commute long distances to
work.

Up to fifty miles each way is not uncommon.

Also

pertinent here is the practice of Maine workers who have
found employment in the state of Connecticut, but who
continue to maintain their homes and familities in Maine
and come home to the State every weekend.
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ii.

Manufacturers can draw upon labor reserves currently out
of the State
Also of interest to this subject is the apparent eagerness of ex-Mainers to return to employment in the State.
In 1956, the Maine Department of Economic Develop -

ment published a breakdown of replies from newspaper
advertisements placed in New England newspapers for
Maine's technical and skilled workers interested in returning
to the State.

The responses appear in Appendix A.

However,

a total of 430 responses representing a broad range of skills
were recorded.
sixty~two

In addition, the DED recorded a total of

unsolicited responses representing technical

management and professional fields.
This response indicates again the strong preference
of Maine workers for home state employment and further
supports the belief that new employers in the State could
recruit successfully from a broad area, possibly even
outside of Maine.
2.

Productivity of Maine Labor is Highly Regarded Within the State
Employee productivity is difficult to evaluate.

It is a

function of many factors including, among others, efficiency
of theoproducing line, layout of the factory, and cleanliness of
the work area.
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In comparing the Maine worker with his counterpart in
other parts of the country, it was generally felt by management
representatives that the Mainer has a high productivity rating,
One manufacturer with a second plant located in the midwest
stated categorically that Maine workers are more productive
than workers in the midwestern plant.

Another manufacturer

who has recently relocated in Maine from the middle Atlantic
area expected worker productivity in Maine to surpass that of the
area he had left.
The desirable quantities of the Maine work force undoubtedly have roots in the growth and nature of existing Maine industry
which has historically been made up of relatively small firms.
The Maine worker has traditionally been close to management
and thus has gained an appreciation of the management point of
view.
3.

A Major Disadvantage of the State of Maine is in the Lack of
Skills of the Labor Force
The major drawback in an otherwise favorable picture of the
Maine work force is its lack of skills.

It is not unexpected that

the Maine work force, which has been largely centered in three
or four major industries, would not have the opportunity to develop
diversified skills.

So long as these major industries can absorb

the work force, lack of diversified skills does not pose a
bu~when

problem~

the equilibrium is upset, as for instance . when the textile

industry contracted so drastically during the mid 1950's, the
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result is a surplus of labor with only relatively specialized skills.
In addition, the general lack of diversification of Maine's

industry has hampered the opportunity for the Maine working man
to acquire more diversified skills.
The Maine worker's basic adaptability has the effect of
overcoming his lack of skills.

A general consensus of the

persons interviewed indicates that the Maine worker is adaptable
and under certain circumstances can make the necessary adjustment to new types of jobs.

The new Raytheon operation to be

established at Lewiston is an example.

Products to be manufactured

in the plant are small electronic components and the production
line is essentially a hand assembly operation.

Women workers

in the Lewiston areas with basic dexterity developed in the textile
industry ·are expected to adapt readily to Raytheon's assembly
requirements.
4.

Wage Rates Are Generally Lower Than Exist in the Rest of the
Country
Comparison studies show that the Maine wage rate level is
lower than the national average and generally lower than the
state 1 s northeastern neighbors.

Appendix B presents comparisons

of hourly earnings in Maine and elsewhere in the country.
These comparisons show that in all of Maine's major
industries 1 with exception of textile mill products, the State's wage
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rates are substantially lower than the industry average throughout
the United States.

Further, Maine's wages are about on par

with those paid in New Hampshire and Vermont but below those
of other New England and eastern states.

Although there has

been a not unexpected gradual increase in wage rates throughout
the period, it can be seen that Maine 1 s wages are not growing
faster than those of other states.

In absolute numbers the Maine

wage rate maintains its comparatively low level.
5.

Management-Labor Relations Are Well Maintained in Maine
The general excellence of management-labor relations
was attested to in interviews with labor and management people
throughout the state.

Again, it is felt that these good relations

stem from the historical development of Maine 1 s industries.
Traditionally, management and labor have enjoyed desirable
personal relationships both in the community and on the job.
The result has been a much better appreciation of the other
fellow 2 s point of view between management and labor.

i.

Union activities are more moderate in Maine than in most
industrialized areas
While by no means weak, the union movement in Maine
has not at the same time

been militant.

Union leaders

have taken a gradual approach to improvement in worker 1 s
wages and benefits.

Union programs have undoubtedly

been impeded by the economic conditions in the state.
There has been a stated and implied position taken by
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some companies that increased labor costs would force
them to leave the state.

Additionally, the native independence

of the native worker has hurt union organization in the state.

In recent years, organized labor has relied increasingly upon
the formulation and support of legislative programs beneficial to labor.

The effect of these programs has already

been felt within the state.

Several management representa-

tives anticipate the increasing influence of organized labor
on the state's legislative programs.

It is felt however,

that this influence will not seriously affect the state's
attraction for industry, particularly when compared with
labor legislation developments in other sections of the East.
Union organization within the state now stands at
about 50 percent of all workers and has not increased
substantially over the past few years.
ii.

The state's work stoppage record is considerably better
than the national average
A statistical confirmation of the excellence of the

state's management-labor relations can be drawn from
an examination of Maine's record of work stoppages.
Appendix C presents figures with a number of stoppages,
the number of idle men caused by strikes through the years
1953 to 1958.

When related as a percentage of the national

totals, these figures demonstrate Maine's good record in
time lost due to strikes.
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I

principally agricultural areas, had a per centag e of time
lost lower than that of Maine .

6.

The Labor Situation in Southwest Maine is Particular ly Favorable
to Incoming Inductry
Looking at labor availability at the local level, it appears
as if communities in the southwestern part of the stat e are
particularly well endowed.
The historical deve l opment of the southwest areas has
concentrated workers with diversified skills in the area.

This

relatively high concentration .of workers in a relatively small .
area combined with the Maine worker 1 s willingness to commute
provides new industry with an increased opportunity to recruit the
skilled workers which it might require.
Comparisons show thate generally, wage levels in the
southwestern part of the state ·.are higher than the average for
the state as a whole.

However, they are still below those of

other northeastern states, and should not pose a significant
problem to local industrial development efforts.
IV.

CLIMATE AND LIVING CONDITIONS ARE AN ASSET AND SHOULD
BE SOLD AS SUC H
Climate and living conditions within Maine are a definite plus
for the State, but, particularly in the case of climate, these factors
are not being capitalized upon properly.

Because the two factors fill

different types of needs, they will be discussed separately.
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I.

Maine's Climate is Much Maligned, and Mainers are the Worst
Culprits
Outside of Maine, there is a widespread belief that the
climate in the State is wonderful from June to November, but that
the State is buried beneath eight feet of snow the remaining seven
months of the Year.

Unfortunately, this conception is fostered

in great degree by Mainers themselves, who delight in dwelling
on the rigors of Maine's winters.

In truth, as Exhibit II indicates,

winters in Maine are not particularly awesome, especially in the
southwestern part of the State, where proximity to the ocean
In fact, generally speaking, Maine 1 s

moderates the climate.

annual climate does not differ substantially from the climate of
other northeastern states.

The slight difference is accounted for

as much by the State's milder summers as it is by its more
extreme- winters.

The chart below compares the Maine climate

with that of other areas in the northeast.
TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION: MAINE AND
OTHER NORTHEASTERN STATES
(Annual Averages)
Temperature

Precipitation

Northern Division
Southern Interior Division
Coastal Division

40.6
44.3
45.6

40.2
41.5
45.7

Connecticut (Central Division)

49.6

46.21

Massachusetts (Central Division)

49.2

44.64

New Hampshire (Northern Division)

41.3

43.86

MAINE
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Tempe rature

Precipitati on

Rhode Island

50.4

42.99

Vermont (Northeastern Division)

42.7

37.70

New Jersey (Northern Division)

51. 8

47.28

New York (Eastern Division)

48.5

40.8

Source : United States Weather Bureau
Additional information on the Maine climate is provided in
Appendix E.
It appears that the problem in Maine is not the climate
so much as the attitude of Maine people to .' their climate - and
the erroneous impression that outsiders have built up about the
State 1 s extreme winters.

The State has made no concerted

effort to overcome these damaging beliefs, and in fact,
individual citizens seem determined to perpetuate them.
2.

Living Conditions in Maine are Favorable
The living conditions factor of Maine are among the State's
greatest assets.

Ready access to a variety of recreation facilities,

from ocean bathing to fishing, boating, hunting, skiing, and the
like, are important advantages, particularly when compared with
more populous and industrialized sections of the country.
From impressio:n s gathered throughout the State, it is
felt that Maine rates relatively well in the other components
which contribute to the living condition:3 factor.
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EXHIBIT II
Maine OED

MEAN TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION FOR THE STATE OF tiA INE •
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adequate if not plentiful; the cultural aspects of the State could
certainly be developed, but Boston is only about two hours away
from the southwestern part of the State by automobile or train,
The secondary educational system is thought to be generally
comparable with other systems throughout the country although
State expenditures for education fall below the national average.
Recently passed school consolidation legislation is expected to
raise the level of secondary education in the State, particularly
in less populated areas.

On balance, Maine's living conditions -featuring,

in

particular, the State's almost unique recreational resources can be rated as one of her greatest assets.

V.

COMMUNITY ATTITUDES IN MAINE ARE FAVORABLE TO INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT
Two factors of community attitude to incoming industry are
important.

First, does the community agree upon the desirability

of new industry; and second, is this attitude communicated to
industrial prospects.
I.

Maine Communities Want More Industry
Local areas throughout the State demonstrates a strong
community desire to attract new industry.

In fact, this desire

has been so fervent in some cases that it outweighed good
business sense.

Certain firms attracted by a lure of low rent

and low wages proved unstable and a poor addition to the
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community's industrial family.
Not all the communities surveyed indicate the same desire
for new industry.

For instance, part of Portland's problem in

developing a broader industrial base appears to stem from a
lack of unanimity within the city on industrial development.
There appears to be a strong - albeit minority - feeling that
more industry is not necessary for economic growth.
Whether this opinion is correct or not is beside the point.
What is important is that differences in opinion as to the
community's attitude to industry can be expected to hamper a
community's over-all economic growth program.
2.

Communication of the Desire for Industry is as Important as the
Desire Itself
The second consideration in attitude of community to
industry is the ability of the community to communicate its
desire for industry to industrial prospects.
Not all communities, regardless of their interest in
industry, are alert to the importance of communications.
Without specifically comparing community ability to express
itself to industry, it might be helpful to point out by way of
example the capabilities of one Maine community in this area.
When the town of Sanford lost its major manufacturing
employer, it went on an .e mergency basis to replace lost jobs.
One of the most successful aspects of this redevelopment effort
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has been the involvement of the entire town.

Sanford •s industrial

development organization is a group of townspeople, each with
a vested interest in bringing new industry into their community.
Although not polished professional salesmen, the deep interest
which these amateur representatives have in new industry is
effectiv-ely communicated to industry prospects.
VI.

ABUNDANCE OF WATER IS A MAJOR ASSET, BUT WATER POLLUTION
IS AN INCREASING PROBLEM
New Englanq in general is fortunate in its possession of large
quantities of surface and ground water available for industrial use,
and Maine is particularly well endowed with water resources.

Four

major river basins lie entirely within the State, the Penobscot, the
Kennebec, the Androscoggin, the Pre sumps cot and the Saco River
Basins.

In addition, the State shares with New Brunswick Province

in Can·a da, two river basins, the St. John, one-third of which lies
within Maine and the St. Croiz, two-thirds of which is in Maine.
Moreover, a small part of the Piscataqua River Basin lies within the
state of Maine.
1.

Industry Withdrawals are not Diminishing Water Reserves in
New England

At present, it appears that Maine and New England
industries are not substantially reducing their supply of water
through withdrawal.
The following table shows the withdrawal of water in the
New England States and the United States as a whole.
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ESTIMATED WITHDRAWAL USES OF WATER IN NEW ENGLAND AND
THE UNITED STATES, 1950
(millions of gallons per day)

Industrial a

Municipal
Ground
Water

State

Surface
Water

8
7

70

Vermont

Ground
Water

Surface
Water

Water
Power

20

15
10

970
75

39,292
18,732

10

20

5

60

14,272

Massachusetts

75

320

100

250

14,272

Rhode Island

15

50

15

80

180

40

1,500

New England

9
124

696
5g262

660

185

2,935

92,526

United States

3,584

10,056

5,525

71,961

1, 100, 000

New England,
Percent of
United States

3.5

3.3

4. 1

Maine
New Hampshire

Connecticut

6.6

8.4

aOther than from municipal supplies
Source: U. S. Geological Survey.

Reported in New England Council
Water, Fuel and Energy in New England

In 1950, New England withdrew only 5. 8 percent of its water
runoff for all uses as compared with 14. 1 percent for the United
States as a whole.

The principal reason for less extensive with-

drawal in New England is the greater relative abundance of water
in the

region~

With only 2.1 percent of the country's land area,

New England has 3. 0 percent of the rainfall and 5. 3 percent of
the runoff.
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In addition, the New England, New York Interagency
Committee Report submitted in January 19 57 indicates there is
no likelihood of a water shortage in this region within the foreseeable future even in the event of a great increase in pollution
and industry.
In those streams where pollution is not a problem, it is
understood that Maine's water is particularly soft and free of
impurities.
2.

Pollution is the Major Problem of Maine 1 s Water Reserves
The New England, New York Interagency Committee Report
discusses various river basins within the region and provides data
on the water supply in Maine and neighboring states.

Seven river

basins lying wholly or partly in Maine as well as one coastal
area are treated in detail.

In generalp the report states that the water supply in the
region is more than adequate for the next fifty years and the
quality of the water is generally suitable for most uses.

However,

future qualities depends on control of municipal and industrial
pollution.
The greatest effect of pollution is on the recreational
industry, particularly if contamination is so serious as to affect
bathing and other water spo:r:ts.
'

The fishing industry, either

sports or commercial, also suffers.

Pollution has already

forced the closing of some coastal shell fish beds.

' 'f ..•,:.
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The effect on manufacturing industry of pollution of the
streams is less easily determined.

Certainly serious water

pollution requires manufacturers to invest in water treatment
equipment to render process water useable - an added and often
substantial cost factor.
Maine's water pollution problem appears to be reaching
the acute stage.

One pollution authority in the State expressed

the opinion that while Maine has a large

11

statistical 11 volume of

water, in fact, a good deal of this volume is composed of minor
streams and fairly highly polluted major rivers.

As a consequence,

the water situation in Maine is, in effect, no better than in the
other New England states.
At present, there is a law which requires the classification
and liqmsing of major rivers throughout the State.

However, the

classifications reflect simply the existing state of pollution of
these rivers and do not provide for a gradual upgrading of rivers
as is required in many other state laws.

Moreover, a number

of the major rivers in the State have not yet been completely
classified.

In the opinion of the pollution authority referred to

above, in most instances with a minor capital investment
by an existing industry, the pollution level of the major river
can be improved so that additional

11

wet 11 industries might be

accommodated on the river banks.
At present, the most polluted river is the Androscoggin.
It is believed that of all major rivers, the best opportunity for
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additional expansion of

11

wet'' industries exists along the

Kennebec River for a distance of about fifty miles above Waterville,
and on the middle and lower Penobscot

- -~

approximately a twenty

mile stretch from Holland to Bangor.
In conclusion, if the State commences actively to enforce
existing water pollution control measures, or passes new
legislation to increase and maintain water quality, then Maine's
abundant water reserves are one of her most important assets
for industrial expansion.

VII.

THE TAX SITUATION IN MAINE IS FAVORABLE
Over -all the tax burden which manufacturing firms in Maine
bear is relatively light in comparison with other northeastern states
both at the state and local levels.

1.

Relatively Mild State Taxes are an Asset
The State 1 s major tax revenue is from a general sales
tax.

No individual income tax or corporation tax is levied.

Traditionally, the State's tax policies have been favorable to
industry, and there appears to be no present evidence that these
policies are changing.
The State's tax policy would appear to be particularly
favorable, in comparison with her New England

11

neighbors.

11

In a discussion of the subject, a Maine manufacturer told the story
of a Massachusetts manufacturer who looks with longing at the
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Maine tax situation in comparison wit h the tax es in his state.
Apparently, only a sizeable investment in plant and equipment
keeps this firm in Massach usetts.

Somewhat the same unfavorable

tax situation is said to exist in Rhode Island.
Taxation at any level i s a matter of balance.

If the tax

burden for industry is comparative ly light, it is possible that
other segments of the economy are carrying more of a tax
burden than otherwise might be the case.

However, it is felt

that at Maine 1 s present state of development, the State's program
of taxation which is generally favorable to industry is desirable
and should be maintained.
Exhibit III, on the following page, summarizes selected
state and local taxes for Maine and neighboring States.
2.

Uniform Tax Assessment Administration is a Problem in Maine
Communities

.Local revenues are obtained largely through a property
tax.

At this level, also tax programs appear to be realistic

and favorable to industry.
As Exhibit III indicates, the local property tax levies in
Maine are generally competitive with communities elsewhere in
the Northeast.

The major problems in taxation at the local level

is the establishment of uniform tax assessing practices.

The

level of local taxes as established is important only if assessment
administration is objective and realistic.
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Exhibit ill
Maine DED
June 15, 1960

0

c

"'
"'m
"'m

SELECTED TAXES: MAINE AND OTHER NORTHEASTERN STATES

STATE TAXES

)>

"'

(')

Sales Tax
General

State

Sales 'Iax Selective
Motor Fuel
Utilities

LOCAL TAXES

Licenses
Utilities Chain Stores

lndividual
11
Income Tax-

• Corporati on
mcorne Tax -11

Property :!I

:r

,

MAINE

3o/o

Yes

H

No

No

No

No

Connecticut

3

Yes

6

No

Yes

No

-

Massachusetts

No

No

5 1/ z

Yes

No

z

New Hampshire

No

No

7

Yes

,0

Ne'w Jersey

No

Yea

5

3- S"!t

Yea

$29 . 08

(16)

3 3/ 4"/t

31.74

(15)

Yes~/

z 1/2%

68.17

(37)

No

4 1/4%

No

Z.5 . 86

(13)

No

No

No

I 3/4o/o

48.97

(19)

·6 .

Yes

No

Yes]./

5 1/ Z%

66.83

(Z7)

0

c
z

0

....>
0

-

\..>.)

0

,..,..-

New York

0

Ohio

3

. Yea

7

Yes

No

No

No

17.

sz

(19)

"'
z

Pennsylvania

4

Yea

s

Yes

No

No

6'!o

Z4.Z4

(Z3)

"'....

Rhode Island

Yes

6

No

No

No

4%

23 .03

(18)

z

-

:...

c

....

Vermont

m

West Virginia

0

I

i
l
I

z
II

No

I

Yes

6 1/ z

Yes

Yes

Z-7%

5%

Z4.6!

(17)

2

I

No

7

Yes

Yes

No

No

5.88

(16)

,

1_/ Percent of net income unless otherwise noted .

....

]J
-:!I

m
(')

:r
z
0

,..0
Ill
-<

~I 6% of interest !rom bond s, note s, etc .

Graduated Income tax 2% to I 0"/t -- I I /2% o! outside income -- 3% of net gain on sal e o! intangible
Rate per $1000 .

Rate derived from average of selected representative communities in each state .

Nwnber of communities averaged in parentheses

still a lack of consistency in tax assessment practices at the
local level throughout the State.

For the manufacturer, often

the fairness of property evaluation for the purposes of taxation
is more important than the establishment of a low property tax.
Manufacturers would prefer to pay their full tax if they were
secure in the feeling that they were not "picking up the tab"
for the whole community.
Based on past tax experience, it is probable that the
industrial tax bu rden in Maine will maintain its favorable
position relative to other northeastern states.

VIII. MAINE HAS MAJOR ASSETS FOR THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
OF HER RECREATIONAL INDUSTRY
One combination of resources which deserve special and
separate mention in a discussion of Maine's as sets and limitations
relates to the State's recreation industry.
Recreation in Maine is of major importance to the economic
future of the State.

It is a segment of the economy sufficiently

different from other areas of Maine's economic life that it has been
made the subject of a separate economic study, which is being conducted
simultaneously with this study but under d iffe rent direction.
Since a detailed investigation of the recreation industry is not a
function of this report, only general impressions as to the potential
which the State has for expand3.ng this industry c.an be reported.
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Maine's assets for further development of her recreation industry
lie in two areas:

1) the natural resources for vacation and recreation

activities which the State possesses, and 2) Maine's favorable geographic
location at the northern extremity of a mushrooming and al':rnost solidly
urbanized area which stretches from below Washington D. C. all the
way into New Hampshire.

These two factors almost assure the growth

of Maine's recreational industry.

It would seem that the question

remains only as to how much the State can capitalize upon the vacation
and sports needs of this great population mass by developing her
facilities for recreation.

:{<

*

This chapter has presented some of Maine's stronger features those assets that are important to future economic development.

The next

chapter will review some of the limiations for expansion presently
experienced by the State.
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CHAPTER THREE
LIMITATIONS OF THE STATE FOR
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

LIMITATIONS OF THE STATE FOR ECONOMIC EXPANSION
This chapter reviews some of the factors which are important
to economic development that are presently considered liabilities of the
State of Maine.

Many of these refer to man-made deficiencies and, as

such, can be changed.
I.

THE LIMITATIONS OF THE STATE ARE:
Present and Future Markets
Availability of Sites and Buildings
Transportation Facilities
Warehousing and Storage Facilities
Availability of Power and Fuel
State and Local Laws and Attitude of Government
Financial Assistance
The limitations should be taken as opportunities for improvement.

In some cases, they should tend to point out those areas where,
realistically, Maine is at a disadvantage and should not direct major
emphasis or expenditure.

Each of these limitations will be reviewed

individually in the following discussion.
II.

MAINE MANUFACTURERS CAN READILY SERVE A REGIONAL
MARKET; THEY ARE AT SOME DISADVANTAGE IN NATJONAL
DISTRIBUTION
Usually, a consideration of product markets, particularly
existing markets, is the most important single factor in a manufacturer's
plant location decision.
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Maine manufacturers can readily compete for regional or local
markets in the United States and Canada.

In serving these markets,

manufacturers should not suffer a competitive disadvantage due to
distance by locating in Maine.

To acquire some approximate measure

of these regional markets available to Maine manufacturers at no
competitive disadvantage, an area with a radius of three hundred miles
from Augusta was circumscribed.
"next day" freight delivery.

This distance is approximately

Three separate regional markets have
~

I

been identified: the state of Maine itself, l New England. exclusive of
3

Maine and portions of up state New Yorkl and the Canadian Maritime
Provinces and portions of Quebec province.

These primary market

areas are presented in Exhibit IV, on the following page.
It is obvious that Maine 1 s geographical location is a handicap for
the manufacturer who desires to serve a national market.

There are

exceptions based on such factors as special freight rates, the nature
of the product

=

for example, the national market for live lobsters -

but generally the handicap exists.
l.

The State of Maine Market Itself is Minor Compared With Other
Nearby States
The state of Maine is a limited market for the sale of
manufactured products.

The State is 35th in population in the

United States, but in effective buying income, or disposable
income, it ranks 39th, and in retail sales it is 36th.
dollars, the figures for disposable income are:
for retail sales:
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Exhibit IV
Maine DED
June 15, 1960

SELECTED MARKET INDICATORS: MAINE , 1951-1958

19 51

1958
Population!_/
(000)

9 14. 6

926.2

Disposable Income!_/
(Millions of Dollars)

1, 46 5.6

1,083.0

Retail Sales!_/
(Millions of Dollars)

1,068.8

806.6

Number of Mfg . '1:._/
Establishments
(Number)

2, 387. 0

1, 691. 0

2 I
Value ofManufactured Product
(Millions of Dollars)

l, 343 . 6

1, 195.5

Plant?:_/
Modernization and
Expansion
(Millions of Dollars)

Sources:

39.5

1I

2

I

Sale s Management Magazine, Survey of
Buying Power (19 59)
Maine Department of Labor and Ind ustry
Census of Maine Manufacturers 1958
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On the industrial sid e, th e M aine m a rket in 1958 was
composed of 2, 4 07 man u fa c tur ing establishm ent s in the State
which manufactured a t otal of $1. 3 b illi on w orth of products.
Maine manufacturers invested $39 .5 milli on for a plant modernization and expansion in 19 58 .
These mar ket d a ta are summ a rized in E x hibit V on the
follo wing page.

T h e E x h i b i t a l s o shows the select ed i ndicators

for 1951 and 1958.

Du ring this p eriod, with cost of living increases

taken into consideration, a mod er a te growth of the Maine market
was evidenced.
The Maine market has the value of being concentrated in
one relatively small area.

As has been pointed out, industrial

activity is largely centered in the southwestern and Bangor-Brewer
areas .. Concentration also a ppears to be true of disposal income
and total retail sales, and should provide over -all economies
in sales and service coverage of the marke t and in transportation
within it.
2.

The New England and up Stat e New York M ar k e t Shows Moderate
Growth
The major prime U. S . market available to Maine suppliers
of primary markets includes the other five New England states and
certain portions of up state New York.

Exhibi t VI, on the sec ond

page following, summarizes sales indicator data for this area.
To the ext ent which the growth picture can be determined, it
a ppear s as if New England as a whole is growing moderately but
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Exhibit V
Maine DED
June 15, 19 6 0
SELECTED MARKET INDICATORS: NEW ENGLAND, UP STATE!_/
NEW YORK AND EASTERN CANADA
Disposable
Income
(millions)

Retail
Sales
(millions)

11, 162

22, 194

13,943

Connecticut

2, 389

5,568

3,265

Massachusetts

5,008

10,035

6,383

New Hampshire

568

962

676

Rhode Island

842

Vermont

375

1,496
570

976
438

1,978

3, 559

2, 213

6,016

6,552

4,447

Prince Edward Island

101

84

72

Nova Scotia

715

732

560

New Brunswick

584

499
5,237

413

Population
(thousands)
New England and Up State
New York Total

New York (Partial)

Eastern Canada Total

4,616

Quebec (Partial)

1/
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Exhibit VI
Maine DED

)>

;o

June 15, 1960

3:

0

c

1

;o

SELECTED MARKET INDICATORS:

NEW ENGLAND, UPSTATE NEW YORK

I

;o

AND EASTERN CANADA

m

"'m
l>

;o

Population
(thousands)

Disposable
Income
(millions )

11' 162

22, 194

13,9 4 3

Connecticut

2,389

5,568

3,265

Massachusetts

5,008

10, 035

6,383

()

:I:

,.,

Retail
Sales
(m illions)

0

c
z
0
l>

-<

-

0

z
0

New England and Up State
New York Total

,.,

New Hampshire

568

962

676

-

Rhode Island

842

1,496

976

-

Vermont

375

570

438

1,978

3, 559

2, 213

6,016

6,552

4,447

I
(,V

00

r
r

z
0

-

"'
z

"'--<
~1:1
'1

0

·
,_. '-'
("

;."V(J

Prince Edward Island

101

84

72

-<

Nova Scotia

715

732

560

New Brunswick

584

499

413

4,616

5,237

3,400

m

0

,.,

(1)

...,.

"Q

-.o

-<
m

!

()

0
N
0

:I:

,,

0

r1"

Que bec (Partial)

z
0
r

0
G)

-<

l

Eastern C anada Tota l

-<

c
;:;
('l>

New York (Partial)

l I

19 58 Data Unless O th erwise Noted

has been affe c ted by a net loss in popul ati on in. Nevv Hampshire
and Vermont.

On balance, however , the New England region

has exhibited growth in disposable income and retai l sales.
The same c an be said for that part of the state of New York
which falls within Maine's primary market area.
Thi s general view on the New England a:tea market is
confirmed by the following table comparing New England with
oth er re gions in the United States on the basis of population,
income, and retail sales growth during the 1948-1958 period.
The figures show that although the population gain throughout
New England has been low, i n come and retail sales have gained
moderately.

Growth in these categ ories lies approximately

in the middle third for all regions in the country.
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PO PULA TION, INCOME, SALES GAINS , UNITED STATES BY
REGION 194 8- 1958

Pop ul ation
Percent
Gain
NEW ENGLAND

In c o rne

Total
1/159
Millions

8.5o/o

Percent
Gain

10. 1

60 . 6%

Retail Sales

Total
1958
Millions

Percent
Gain

Total
1958
Millions

$ 20, 100

49 .5

$ 12, 799

Middle Atlantic

13.0

33.8

57.6

68,358

44 .8

40,815

E. North Central

18.8

35.7

58.9

67,699

46 .6

42, 384

W. North Central

11.7

15 . 3

46 . 6

25,524

38.2

18,347

South Atlantic

24.4

25.4

79.2

36,893

77.0

26, 153

E. South Central

6 .3

11. 8

54.7

13,995

50.3

9,649

W. South Central

17.8

16.7

76.6

24,895

60.1

17,492

Mountain

36.4

6.6

88.1

10,763

72.3

8,044

Pacific

40 . 1

19 . 9

88.3

39,339

69 .3

25, 121

United States

18 .6

174.9

65. 1

307,568

53.8

200,806

Source: SALES MANAGEMENT Survey of Buying Power , 1959
3.

The C anadian Market is Small but Particularly Accessible From
Maine
The third primary market available to the s tate of Maine
is that p ar t of C anada lying within approximately a 300 mile radius
of the State.

This includes the three Atlantic Provin ce s of Prince

Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, as well as
portions of Quebec ProvinceJincluding the metropolitan a reas of
Montreal and Quebec.

The population of this area is 6, 11 6, 000.

Over three quarte r s of these people live in Quebec Provin ce . and
these mostly in the two metropolitan areas of Quebec and Montreal.
Disposable income is over $6. 5 billion, retail sales: almost
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$4. 5 billion, again with the great percentage in the Quebec City
and Montreal areas.

Exhibit V also provides summary informa-

tion on total buying power, retail sales, the number of manufacturing
establishments in relation to population.

Other industrial market

data is shown below:
INDUSTRIAL PURCHASES: SELECTED CANADIAN PROVINCES

Capital Improvement
Expenditures
($1000)

Cost of Materials
Purchased
($1000)
Prince Edward Island

18, 315

41,000

Nova Scotia

238,287

256,000

New Brunswick

174,742

242,000

Quebec (partial)

3,405,416

2,569,000

This preliminary survey of the Canadian market most
accessib_le to Maine does: not consider special sales and

distri~

bution problems which might occur in marketing in a foreign
country. In consideration of Canada's present policies toward
importation of foreign goods, there appear to be no outstanding
obstacles in the way of further development of this market by
state of Maine suppliers.
The key lies in the future growth of this particular section
of Canada and the present and future product needs which are
not being filled by domestic manufacturers.

From the standpoint

of geographical distance alone, the state of Maine stands in a
good position to provide the goods needed by Eastern Canada
in the future.
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4.

Communities in Southwestern Maine are in the Most Favorable
Position to National Markets
Marketwise, these localities in the southwestern part of the
State enjoy the greatest proximity to national and regional
domestic markets, and has been pointed out that the Maine
market itself is largely concentrated in the State's southwestern
region.
Local areas such as the greater Portland area, the
Biddeford-Saco~Sanford

area,and the Lewiston-Auburn area are

best located to reach the New England and up state New York
market and national markets, as well as the market represented
by the state of Maine itself.
Since Maine itself is geographically well located to serve
Eastern Canadian markets, communities throughout the State
should also be in an advantageous position for these markets.
Firms established primarily to serve the Canadian market might
well locate in some of Maine's more northern and eastern
communities such as in the Bangor, Presque Isle, or Calais
areas among others, thus achieving a greater proximity to their
Canadian customers.
III,

LACK OF USEABLE MANUFACTURING SPACE IS A DRAWBACK
TO MAINE'S INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION
The availability of sites and buildings can more specifically
be discussed in terms of the situation in local communities and
economic areas.
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over -all State consideration of this factor.

1.

Maine is Lacking in Developed Industrial Sites

Desirable raw sites are available throughout the State, and
are generally well located in relation to railroads and highways.
However, planned industrial districts have been confined so far
to the larger communities in the State, and the adequacy of the
improvements and services offered in these districts varies
from district to district.

Generally, with the exception of some well-planned
districts, notably Bangor's industrial park, Maine's industrial
districts are largely

11

districts 11 in name only.

The simple

availability of raw land alone does not constitute a major
competitive advantage for Maine over other states.

2.

Community Industrial Development Efforts Have Been Influenced
by a D esire to Utilize Existing Buildings

An important influence in local industrial development
programs has been the desire to utilize empty existing building
space.

In the short term, this attitude is justified as an easy

lever to bring in new industry.

In the long run, however,

keying industrial development to filling empty old buildings, is
unrealistic to the needs of modern industry.

Communities must

turn their attention to providing industries more contemporary
general purpose manufacturing space.
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Among the State's industrially oriented communities,
Waterville appears to have recognized at an early date the need
for new manufacturing space.

Portland also has recognized the

need and is attempting to remedy the situation.

Biddeford-Saco,

on the other hand, still appears primarily commited to a program
of utilizing existing buildings.
Several communities have developed industrial districts
well located for industry and other commercial enterprises.

In

addition, many communities under the National Housing Act,
Section 701 are conducting planning programs.

These programs

should result in the identification of logical industrial areas
within: the community.
3.

Maine Lacks Contemporary, General Purpose Manufacturing
Space
In summation, it can be said that manufacturing space is

available in Maine, due in most part to the State's loss of
manufacturing industry.

However, the buildings available are

largely old - even antiquated - structures, and have a multistoried construction and interior layout which does not permit
easy adaption to new manufacturing purposes.
G 'e neral purpose manufacturing buildings are not available
in the State to any significant degree although some communities
have developed speculative buildings in an effort to attract
industry.

It is probable that Maine has lost new industry due to

lack of adequate building space.
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his community did lose an industrial prospect to a New Hampshire
town because the New Hampshire community offered a new
building.
Speculative buildings per se cannot guarantee new industry
for the State just as available labor or adequate water can not.
However, new general purpose manufacturing buildings are
another arrow in the quiver.

Certainly, it is obvious that the

State cannot base a solid industrial development program on trying
to fill up old buildings.
IV.

FINDINGS TO DATE INDICATE THE STATE'S TRANSPORTATION
NETWORK IS A WEAK LINK IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The State's highway system is ra,pidly gaining in stature due
principally to the super highway system.

Air transportation also is

relatively poor., as is passenger rail service.

Freight service by

rail is considered good though slow in some cases.

1.

The State's Highway System is Excellent
In view of the relatively small population of the State,

Maine 1s highway system is rated quite high.

Highway expendi-

tures per capita in 1956 stood at $57. 34, considerably higher
than the nation 1 s average of $32. 74.

Although in 1958, the State's

expenditures dropped to $48. 07, the figure was still substantially
above the United States average of $39. 38.

In fact, in Maine the

highways and bridges expense category is the highest single
expenditure in the State.
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accounted for 35.6 percent of all State expenses, as compared
with the next highest expenditure, Health ,and Welfare, which
accounted for 20.7 percent of the State's expenses.
This concentration of funds has resulted in a well integrated
and maintained highway network, particularly throughout the
southwestern part of the State.

Commitment to a first class

highway system should also assure Maine of the facilities for a
dependable over-the-highway freight system.
2.

Air Service is Adequate but not Reliable
As measured by number of flights, air service in and out
of Maine communities compares well with other communities
in the country.
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INCOMING AND OUTGOING FLIGHTS: MAINE METROPOLITAN
AREAS AND SELECTED OTHER UNITED STATES
METROPOLITAN AREAS
Population
(000) I 58

Outgoing
Flights

PORTLAND, MAINE

174.7

12

12

Manchester, New Hampshire

166.5

4

4

Poughkeepsie, New York

171.8

3

1

Saginaw, Michigan

187.2

10

10

LEWISTON-AUBURN, MAINE

84.6

4

4

Watertown, New York

89.1

9

9

Hagerstown, Maryland

89. 1

8

8

Metro;eolitan Area

Incoming
Flights

As the table shows, Maine receives comparatively frequent
air service in and out of the state.
to be erratic.

However, service is reported

This is partly caused, it is understood, by the lack

of modern weather equipment available in most Maine airports.
Lack of such equipment makes flights into and out of the State
particularly susceptible to interruption due to weather.

Moreover,

the generally short hop routes in Maine preclude the use of larger,
more efficient aircraft.
Northern New England flight routes are relatively non
economical.

Traffic in and out of Maine is subject to major

seasonal fluctuations,e. g. a three to one summer to winter load
factor ratio.

Traffic flow is essentially north and south from

Maine stations to Boston and South or vice versa.
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intra station traffic within Maine.

This means that the last legs

of northbound flights are practically empty.
At the present time, Northeast is making the difficult
transition from a feeder to a trunk airline.

Among the many

problems to be faced in this move, is that of new aircraft - a
cost factor complicated enormously by the absolute competitive
requirement for jet aircraft.

During this period, the line must

ma,ke its dollars go a long way; equipment improvements will
probably not come about as fast as Mainers would like to see
them.

Northeast does have underway a program to replace

certain DC3 flights with four engine equipment.

This will amount

to some improvement both in the number of seats available and
reliability of service since the four engine aircraft will be able
to fly in weather which would ground a DC3.
The line does not now plan to add service to other communities in the State, and in fact would like to limit service now
offered to some communities on the basis of low load factors.
Conceptually, Northeast would like to see three or four area
airports in Maine which would serve several communities.
This concept is directly opposite to the stand taken by Maine
communities, i.e. each community wants scheduled air service
to its own airport, and the two positions are causing a great
deal of friction in the State.

It does not appear as if Maine can

support trafficwise more flights than are now scheduled, nor is
Northeast in an economic position to provide this extra service
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as an accommodation.

It also appears as if Northeast will not

improve its service in terms of equipment in the near future.
It is desirable that Northeast and Maine people get together

to discuss the problems of air service in the State.

A major

problem appears to be that there has not been enough face to face
contact between the two sides and little communication and
understanding of the other side's views.
3.

Rail Passenger Service is Being Studied
The Maine P. U. C. investigation on rail passenger service
within the State is expected to bring to light new information
relative to passenger service within Maine.
However, from an industrial development standpoint, the
problem of passenger rail service can be stated in this way:
Maine suffers from geographical remoteness although it is
probably not as remote in fact as is generally believed throughout
the country.

On the other hand, if passenger service obliges

railroads within the State to forego necessary improvements in
their freight service, this could create a competitive freight
disadvantage to Maine 1 s industrial firms and directly affect
the State's future industrial development and present industrial
capability.
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4.

Maine's Ports are not Presently a Substantial Asset to the State
but Could be Developed as Such
At present, water borne freight plays a very limited part
in the transport of goods into and out of the State.

The only

commodity group shipped in large amounts into the State via water
is petroleum and petroleum products.
trade.

This is a very specialized

It is entirely import commerce and very largely is

transhipped to Montreal via pipeline.

Another aspect of water

traffic to and from the State is the great disparity between the
amounts of incoming and outgoing shipments.

In 1952, the volume

of incoming traffic was approximately nineteen times as large as
the volume of outgoing traffic.

The small amount of outgoing

traffic makes it difficult to induce ship operating companies
to schedule regular calls.

In a University of Maine study of

Maine's seaports, it is pointed out that in general Maine's
economy is not one which is geared to the use of water transportation.

With the exception of fuels which are brought to Maine in

large amounts by water, most of the raw materials used in Maine's
industry are in the State or are brought in by other transportation
means.

On the export side, most of the goods of Maine manu-

facturers leave the State by rail or truck, not by ship.
The conclusions drawn from this study are that the

opera~

tion of the present Maine economy does not require the port
facilities in the State which are presently available.

The

existence of the Port of Portland and other ports in the State
can become an important asset only if greater use can be made of
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these ports.

Improvements in dock and other port facilities

is one step in the direction of Maine ports more attractive for
commerce.

However, the basic problem seems to be in developing

either within the State or points which might be served by Maine
ports the type of freight commodity which is best moved by water
transport.
If the State 1 s ports and accessibility to water trans portation is to become an as set in the future, it must come about
through the regular scheduling of large cargoes.

From the

standpoint of increased port use, these cargoes can be from or
destined to other regions of the country.

From the standpoint

of .M·a ine's future economic development, the State's ports
might become a prime asset if there is an increasing need for
American industry to import raw materials from abroad.

If

such a future need develops, then Maine is well located,
particularly in regard to Canadian supplies of raw materials,
but also in relation to South America, Southeast Asia, and
Africa.

On the basis of location in relation to materials supply,

Maine would appear to be in a favorable position for location of
manufacturing facilities to process imported raw materials.
V.

MAINE APPEARS TO BE .LACKING IN WAREHOUSING AND STORAGE
F ACI.LITIES
The type and availability of warehouse storage facilities is closely
associated with the needs of particular industries.

For this reason,

warehouse and storage facilities will be discussed again in the industry
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analyses to be conducted in later phases of the study.
Generally, it can be said that warehouse and storage facilities
in local communities are sufficient for current needs.
however, it appears that in the

over~all

Specifically,

area of distribution facilities ,

the city of Portland suffers from the lack of adequate storage space in
the port area at least.

Also, according to a recent survey conducted

by the Area Development Council of the Greater Portland Chamber of
Commerce, truck loading and unloading facilities need improvement.
One trucking concern pointed out in an interview that "there are areas
where truck loading and unloading facilities are antiquated and over
crowded --- at the present time these traffic jams do tend to increase
local transportation costs beyond those which would be generated in
modern facilities

0"

.B ecause of the importance of Portland as a distri-

bution hub for the State, warehousing and distribution inadequacies in the
city constitute a limitation for the State as a whole.
VI.

THE COST OF POWER AND FUEL IN MAINE IS UNFAVORABLE
COMPARED WITH OTHER SECTIONS OF THE COUNTRY
Generally, as the following discussion will point out 9 power and
fuel rates in the State are high relative to the country as a whole.
Compared with costs in New England and the northeast, Maine's power
and fuel rates are generally competitive

1.

0

Power Reliability in Maine is Considered an Advantage by Local
Manufacturers
In the past, there have been instances where power

availability in the State has been unreliable.
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however, this p'r oblem has apparently been overcome.

In a

report by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, which surveyed
New England manufacturers about the competitive aspects of
their locations in the region, a high rating was given to the
availability and dependability of electric power.
Reliability of power in Maine is unlikely to be a problem
in the future.

The figures below show that over the past several

years energy capacity of Maine's utilities over energy consumption
has averaged over twenty-one percent.

ELECTRICAL CAPACITY AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN MAINE
Electrical Capacity
(millions of KWH)

Year

Energy Consumption
(millions of KWH)

Present
Excess

1951

1, 792

1, 432

25o/o

1952

1, 902

1,949

23

1953

2, 017

1, 667

21

1954

2, 137

1, 7 55

22

1955

2,404

1, 916

25

1956

2,490

2,034

22

1957

2,387

2,209

15

1958

2,660

2,209

20

Source:

Edison Electric Institute

The figures also reflect the study growth of Maine's utilities.
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-------2.

Maine's Power Rates are Competitive With Other Northeastern
States
Power rates in New England are higher than the national
average.

However • the difference in power r?-tes is not as great .

as generally believed.

Specific cities in New England can claim

power rates below the lowest of any large city in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Michigan, Indiana, and Mississippi to mention only
a few.

Moreover, the relative gap between New England's

industrial power rates and those of the country as a whole has
narrowed in recent years.
general Maine enjoys

Particularly important is that in

lower power rates than other New England

states.
3.

No Substantial Reduction in .Maine 1 s Electric Rates is Envisioned
in the Future
From what is now known of power rates and costs in Maine,
it cannot be expected that rates will be reduced substantially in the
future.

The following table traces the change in power rates over

the past eight years for Maine, New England, and other Eastern
states.

It is indicated that while Maine has maintained its

favorable competitive position throughout the region, power rates
in general have gone up.
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CHANGE IN POWER RATES IN MAINE AND SELECTED
STATES

1951
1000 KW
200,000 KWH

1959
1000 KW
200, 000 KWH

MAINE

3,305

3,522

Vermont

3, 175

3,796

10. 1

New Hampshire

3, 530

3,593

1.7

Massachusetts

3,637

3, 916

7.6

Connecticut

3,6 10

3,652

1.1

Rhode Island

3, 530

3,920

11.0

New York

3,307

3,726

12.6

3,276

3,281

.1

Pennsylvania

3,297

3,478

5.4

Ohio

3, 164

3,332

5.3

West Virginia

3,225

2,764

14.0

State

New

J~rsey

P :ercent
Change
6. 5o/o

Source: Federal Power Commission
Maine's utility companies are developing more of a balance
between hydro-electric and steam plant power throughout the
State.

During the post war years, there has been a shift away

from hydro-electric generation by utilities since many of the
State's best hydro sftes already have been developed.

In 1946,

for example, hydro-generation accounted for approximately
eighty-two percent of total output.
had fallen

~o

By 1956, the proportion

fifty-nine percent and the past three years have

undoubtedly witnessed a further decline.
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Steam plants require a lower initial investment than do
hydro-electric facilities.
in a steam operation.

However, operating costs are higher

Thus, as steam power generation increases,

it can be expected that the relatively high cost of fuel will become

a more prominent cost factor in over -all power rates.
One new development in power generation which may
effect future power costs and rates is the use of atomic fuel
in steam power plants.

At present, the State's major utility,

Central Maine Power, is participating in the Yankee Atomic
Power Company, which is building an atomic power generating
facility in Rowe, Massachusetts.

It is too early to say. what

effect, if any, the use of atomic fuel in power generation will
have o'n electric rates throughout the area.

rn· conclusion, . it

can be said that within the New England

Region, Maine enjoys a slight competitive advantage in power
rates~ that rate-wise, the State is generally competitive with

other Northeastern states.

Because power rates in the State

are higher than those elsewhere in the country, power costs
should be generally considered a li.m.itation to industrial
expansion.

However, in a wholly New England context, Maine's

power rates are somewhat favorable.
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4.

The High Cost of Industrial Fuel is an Unfavorable Factor For
Industrial Development
New England has no commercial deposits of industrial fuel
within its borders.

The region imports most of its residual oil

from the Caribbean and South America and its bituminous coal
from Pennsylvania, West Virginia., and the South.
As a result, fuel costs for large industries and electric
utilities are higher in New England than in any other region in the
United States and about fifty percent higher than in the country
as a whole.

The high cost of fuel is particularly felt in the

increased cost of power.

How New England in turn compares with

the rest of the country in the cost of fuel is demonstrated by the
following table:
COSTS OF FUEL BY REGION IN THE UNITED STATES, 1947
(cents per million Btu's)
Fuel
Oil

Region

Manufactured
Gas

Middle Atlantic

48.2~

24.0~

46.2~

East North Central

50.3

22.3

40.7

West North Central

46.2

21.9

41.5

South Atlantic

42.5

24.7

32.7

East South Central

54.7

21.6

33.4

West South Central

43.4

18.8

19.4

Mountain

44.5

20.8

22.0

Pacific

32.4

32.0

78.0

New England

43.5

37.0

100.5

United States

45.9

23.8

43.6

Source: The New England Council.
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While the actual costs have changed since 1947, the relative
situation is generally the same.

The New England costs exceeded

the average of the other regions for bituminous coal and
factured gas.

manu ~

Fuel oil is the only major fuel for which New

England, with its coastal location, has a definite advantage over
a number of other regions.

Since fuel oil is cheaper in relation

to other fuels in New England than in most other regions, it is
used more extensively in the area as an industrial fuel.
The cost of fuel in Maine is higher for coal than in the rest
of New England, about the same for oil.

Exhibit VII, on the

following page shows industrial fuel costs in New England comparing
Maine with the other five New England states in delivered costs
per million BTU's.
Th,e future is not likely to see a lowering of the costs of
industrial fuel in Maine.

Although there should be no shortage

of oil, the production of residual oil used by utilities and most
industries should not increase as rapidly as that of other petroleum
products.

Since residual oil provides a lower rate of return to

refiners, the petroleum industry has every incentive to increase
production of the more valuable gasoline and distillate fuels, at
the expense of industrial oil.
new refining processes
or no residual oil.

hav~

In recent years, several radically
been developed which produce little

The foregoing might suggest that the total

supply of residual oil in this country will increase slowly if at
all, and that prices will rise gradually but steadily.
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EXHIBIT VII
Moine DED

June lS, 1957

~ Coal cosh in cenh per Million 8titiah Th.rMOI

Unih delivered into uaen' bint .
le•iduol oil coth ore based on posted ton~ cor
prius in effect June 15, 1957 at tidewater tetfninah and
Albany , New Yor •• plua honaportofion coah . Roi.l

choro•• (plut

V'<

o gallon for vt~looding) are uaed

in colculotino cotll for oil deliured to Millil"'odet · ·
and lEoti port, Moit1 .. and po inh north, and to St . Albant
and Swanton , V•r.,.ol'lt \lrvclt trofttportation roles ore
used for colculot ino trontportotion cosh to all other poinh
in New fnglond .
lbcepl for Moine, bituMinout coal cosh ore bot•d
on high qual it~ low •olot ile 14,000 I .T.U p., pound

(at reuived) Clearf ield, Pennsyl ... onoo Nut o,.d Sloe~ cool
-pkis on all ro il haul to the sid ing plus a 50( o ton
unloading upente. IAuumed pr ice ·;, $6 SO o ton at , ...
mine .. Coth tn Mo•n• ore baud on o h •9h avolitv . low
volat ile 14 .200 8 T U per pound (a, rec•ived) 1ovthern cool
del iv ered to Mo ine porh by cool collier
Auumed pricto'
ore S13 10 o ton (oher .S3( fre ioht reJvnd) on ra ilroad cars·
in Ponlond ond 8oth , Ma ine, and $13.30 o lol' ot Seartporl ,
Mo ine !True\ trontportot ion anumed w ithin a 2.5 Mile rodius
of the•• terminals.
All pr ice• iftclvd. federal trontpartation to• but
••clvd. sale• tc-• in the stole of Main'•.

SOURCE: Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
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The price of coal delivered in New England has risen
relatively slowly over the last ten years.

This is the result to

increased productivity in coal mining due to mechanization and the
competitive pressure of residual oil.

Working against this trend

of lower costs have been increasing labor and transportation costs.
It is felt that these two

counter~oper· ating

factors will not force

prices up faster than the over-all wholesale price index.

All

factors considered, additional coal cost rises appear likely.

Nuclear fuels, while not now competitive with other
industrial fuels in Maine, might influence the fuel situation in
the future.

It appears unlikely, however, that because of

equipment investment, nuclear fuels in industrial plants will
become an important factor.

VII.

GOVERNMENT IN MAINE IS FAVORABLE TO INDUSTRY BUT NOT
ORIENTED TO LONG RANGE INDUSTRIAL NEEDS

As was pointed out in the discussion of Maine's taxation policy,
the state government has had a tradition of friendship to industry.
Inte:rviews with industrialists throughout the State indicated a general
satisfaction on the part of management with the legislature's taxation
and labor legislation philosophies.

It would appear also that despite

a political shift away from a consistent Republican majority to two
party representation in the State, the legislative philosophy should
remain favorable to industry.

In other areas, however, Maine's climate for industrial growth
has ,serious weak spots.
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appreciably below the national average in per capita expenditure for
education.

The national average is $ 4 3. 22, while Maine's expenditure

is $25. 05.

In specific cases, this lack of investment in education in the

State is particularly serious for the fut ure.

It is under stood that the

University of Maine faces withdrawal of accreditation in certain of
its engineering departments, largely due to lack of funds to compete
for qualified instructors and facilities.

Already mentioned is the lack

of vocational training in high schools which has at least contributed to a
sizeable percentage of drop outs among Maine youngsters.
Other activities within the State that are intimately associated
with economic development also suffer from a lack of adequate finances.
Of several p o ssible examples, that of the Maine Port Authority might
be selected.

A prime concern of the Authority is port development

throughout the State.

In connecting on the financial restrictions placed

on the operation of the Maine Port Authority, H. Austin :Pack writes:
"Indeed the operations of the Authority have been hampered
more by the lack of funds than by any other cause. Ohe gets
the impression by reading the legislation and other material
relating to the Authority that it can do about anything it
wishes so long as it doesn't cost anything. But if the
Authority is to carry out the functions for which it was
intended, financial resources are necessary."

*

VIII. VENTURE CAPITAL HAS BEEN LIMITED IN THE PAST BUT IS
BECOMING INCRE:ASINGLY AVAILABLE IN MAINE
There are four major sources of financial credit within Maine:
the Maine Development Credit Corporation, local development
*University of Maine Bulletin: Seaports in Maine, An Economic Study,
Dec. 20, 1955
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corporations, the Federal Small Business Administration, and local
financial institutions throughout the State.

In addition, t he Maine

Industrial Building Authority is an indirect source of credit.
1.

New Sources of Capital Have Been Developed
Two of these organizations - the Development Credit
Corporation and the MIBA

~

were established to increase the

availability of risk capital to Maine ' s businesses.

The need for

additional risk capital sources arose because individual financial
institutions are restricted by regulation in the kind of loan they
can make and the amount of credit they can make available;
and the traditional conservation of Maine 1 s banking rejected
many risk capital loans which might have been bankable.
The Maine Development Credit Association obtains most
of its capital from financial organizations throughout the State.
Because of its state-wide scope of activity, the DCC is able to
diversify its risk widely both geographically and by industries.
Although, in essence, the DCC provides credit to firms unable
to obtain financing through the usual sources, its existen-c e
has also stimulated many requests for financial assistance that
local institutions are willing to service, and these requests have
been channeled to a local source.

Some companies, having

obtained assurance of assistance from the Developn1ent Credit
Corporation, find that local banks are then also willing to supply
funds.

Thus, the DCC has stimulated local banks and financial

institutions to accept venture capital loans which they might
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otherwise have rejected.

The result has been a gradual liberaliza~

tion of the essentially conservative nature of Maine's local
financial organizations.

The Industrial Building Authority is authorized by legislation
to insure up to ninety percent of the cost of an industrial building.
It has been quite successful since its organization, particularly

in assisting local development groups in industrial building
programs.

It has also had the effect of a further liberalization of

the general financial banking philosophy throughout the State.
Local industrial development corporations have a number
of functions, not the least of which is providing venture capital
to existing or incoming manufacturers.

Typically, the

develop~

ment corporation will either purchase or erect an industrial
building ·which the manufacturer may lease or purchase outright.
The lease arrangement in particular, permits manufacturers to
free up money for operating capital or for new equipment.

Some

development corporations also make loans to manufacturers, and
purchase stock in manufacturing firms.

In Maine there are

thirteen local industrial development corporations with a total
listed capitalization in excess of $1,000, 000 as of 1958.
2.

Maine's Private Financial Institutions Are Still Conservative
But Some Liberalization is Seen
The primary source of finances in the State are private
financial institutions.

Among these the major capital sources are

Commercial Bank and Trust Companies.
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more than thirty national banks in the State and somewhat less
than thirty trust companies.

In addition, Maine has about the

same number of savings banks and a smaller number of savings
and loans organizations.
Total financial assets as of 1956 in all Maine national banks,
federally chartered savings and loans associations, and State
chartered banking institutions totaled over 1. 1 billion :. These
Maine financial institutions have traditionally been conservative.
However, in recent years some progress has been made in the
liberalization of Maine banking policies and thinking.

This more

liberal approach is most evident in the State ' s larger communities,
Elsewhere in the State, and particularly in smaller communities,
there is still a decided conservative cast to Maine banking policies.

*

*

*

From an over-all standpoint, the State of Maine has many
good features - as well as deficiencies.

By concerted effort and attention,

many limitations can be corrected and reversed into assets.

This

identifica~

tion has served to point out these areas where attention must be directed
in the future so that more benefit can be achieved from the ultimate
program to be developed for economic development.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE PRESENT ECONOMIC COMPOSITION
OF MAINE
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THE PRESENT ECONOMIC COMPOSITION OF MAINE

This chapter presents a brief review of the present industrial
and demographic

make~up

of Maine.

Its purpose is to indicate the historical
fac~ors

development of industry and population growth within the State as these
might in turn indicate a likely course for future industrial development.
I.

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN MAINE IS CENTERED IN SLX COUNTIES
ENCOMPASSING SEVEN ECONOMIC AREAS
At the present time, industrial and economic activity in Maine
is largely concentrated within a group of six adjoining counties.

These

counties are:
Androscoggin
Cumberland
Kennebec

Penobscot
Sagadahoc
York

With the exception of Penobscot, the six counties lie in the extreme
southwestern part of the State , and again, excepting Penobscot County,
they account for a relatively small percentage of the State 1s total land
area.
Even more striking, in a study of the industrial composition of
the State, is the influence of seven local economic areas within these
six counties.

The economic area concept has been formulated by the

Research and Statistics Division of the Maine State Department of .Labor
and Industry to provide an improved method of area analysis for the State.
Twenty-seven distinct economic areas within the State have been defined,
largely on the basis of population concentration.

It is interesting to note

that of these twenty-seven areas, some seven account for better than
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fifty percent of the industrial activity of the State.
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The seven areas are:

Lewiston-Auburn, Greater Portland, Waterville- Winslow, Augusta, .
Bangor-Brewer,

Brunswick~ Bath,

and Biddeford-Saco-Sanford.

All

lie within the six major counties listed previously and as Exhibit "VIII,
on the following page shows, largely affect the high ranking within the
State of these counties in economic development.
II.

ECONOMIC CONCENTRATION WITHIN THESE AREAS HAS BEEN
ESTABLISHED OVER THE YEARS

If the definition of the economic activity in the State along county
and economic area lines is developed, it can be seen that the prominent
position which these economic areas occupy today is a historically wellentrenched one.

Exhibit IX, on the second page following, shows a

comparison by population, value of manufactured product and employment
of the average of the six counties compared with the average of the rest
of the State over the past several years.

The Exhibit demonstrates two

points: a static condition of the State's economy as a whole, and the
dominance of the five southwesteJ;n counties and Penobscot County in
industrial development within the State.
III.

FUTURE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IS LIKELY TO FOLLOW THE
PATTERN OF THE PAST
In the short term future at least, industrial developm ent is likely

to follow the pattern established in the past.
This view takes into consideration that the major basis for the
early location of Maine manufacturing
for transportation and power
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locational factors dominate today.

However , several factors which

are valid in plant location today tend to confirm this projected future
for expansion within the State.

The southwest region generally is the

most accessible part of Maine to major markets of the East and
Midwest.

In addition, this part of the State offers a more available

source of labor for incoming industry, existing plant space is
available in greater degree here than elsewhere in the State, and the
transportation network is most developed in this region and in the
Bangor-Brewer area.
The above indicates that on the basis of current development,
stemming from economic growth of the past, the State's southwest
region is best equipped for future expansion.
This general view does not preclude industrial growth in other
areas within the State.
to

tak~

place in certain

of specific industries.

On the contrary, growth could be expected
"one~industry"

areas in proportion to growth

For example, if the pulp industry in the State

maintains its growth, such pulp areas as Millinocket can expect to
expand as well.
Also, it should be remembered that this is only a likely course
of development.

A number of factors could affect this course, e. g.:

a dramatic expansion elsewhere in the State based on a presently
undeveloped economic resource, such expansion as the exp!.oitation of
the State's unknown mineral reserves.

In fact, as will be pointed out.

the mineral potential is the one State resource about which nothing is
really known.
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the pattern of future industrial growth, or well planned and executed
local area development programs could be expected to influence new
economic growth within the State.

IV.

LOCAL ECONOMIC AREAS ARE ANALYZED FOR INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT

This section presents a discussion of industrial development at the
local level in Maine.

The discussion is generally in terms of the factors

in which the State as a whole was considered.
~significant

To avoid duplication

.

certain of these factors which

for the State, but not

[

necessarily important at the local level, will not be explored here.
Further, this section is not presented as a comprehensive examinatl.on
of all local areas within the State, but rather as a generalized view
from the local level of development opportunities within Maine.
The discussions center on nine economic areas plus a separate
consideration of Aroostook County as a whole.

Included are the major

population and industrial centers of the State.
It is hoped that this section will point up some guide lines for
development activities at the local level as well as to identify economic
pluses and minuses which might be relevant for local areas throughout
the State.
Both for ease in presentation, and because of natural geographic
groupings, the selected local areas will be considered in a geographical
sequence starting with the southwest part of Maine and proceeding North.
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As has been pointed out, the southwestern region of Maine has the
most favorable proximity to major northeastern markets.

Also,

transportation facilities serving southwestern Maine are generally
superior to those for the State as a whole.

Additionally , availability

of labor throughout this region, although varying, is generally more
favorable than elsewhere in the State.
These factors tend to combine to make the southwestern region
more attractive for plant location than other regions of the Stat e,
1.

Sanford
Sanford is generally considered part of the economic area
which includes

Biddeford~Saco-Sanford.

There are, however,

certain: points of difference between it and the other two
communities which call for a separate discussion of Sanford.
i.

Sanford benefits in particular by its location in southwest
Maine
Although the industrial attractiveness of the southwest
part of the State, in comparison with the rest of Maine, is
true of all of southwestern Maine.

Sanford appears to be

particularly well located to benefit from the assets of the
area.

This is true especially in regard to proximity to major

northeastern markets and the transportation facilities to
serve these markets.

Assessibility to the Maine Turnpike

provides the town with fast and direct

over~the-road

freight

service.
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ii.

Desirable Community Attitude to Industry is a Major Asset
for Sanford

Sanford suffered drastic employment loss as GoodallSanford gradually cut back its operations to a point of final
shutdown early in 1955.

Thereafter there was organized

a community wide redevelopment program.
had several results.

This program

For one, Sanford managed to attract

some fifteen or sixteen new firms bringing an important
factor of diversification to the town's industrial character
and also replacing some
the

Goodall ~Sanford

two~thirds

shutdown.

of the jobs lost thr-ough

But an important effect

of this redevelopment program has been the high degree of
cooperation exhibited by community leaders and private
citizens alike in implementing the program and what appears
to. be a high degree of optimism within the community
engendered by the acquisition of new firms.

As a result

of this, Sanford rates high in favorable community attitude
to industry.
iii.

Sanford is limited by a lack of new manufacturing space
but can claim as sets in 11 livability 11 and the educational
facilities of Nasson College
Sanford has had a surplus of both labor and
facturing space s temming from the closing of
Sanford.

manu ~

Goodall ~

Labor is still available for new or exp3.nded

manufacturing.

However, the industrial manufacturing

space has been reduced by new occupancies to some
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160, 000 square feet.

This would indicate that a transition

from re liance upon existing old buildings to new general
purpose manufacturing space must soon take place in Sanford.
Sanford's development organization appears to be aware of
the need for new building : space.

H owever, the community

stands substantially behind other areas in New England and
in Maine in developing this new manufacturing space.

In regard to living condi tions the Sanford area is
well located between the beaches on t he coast and the White
Mountains recreational area of New Hampshire and Maine.
Sanford, as is true of most of the southwestern area, is
generally accessible to Boston for the cultural advantages
that city offers.

Of more specific importance, however,

is the influence of Nasson College in Springvale.

Nasson's

own expansion program promises to provide increased
cultural activities to the general area, but its real value,
perhaps, lies in increasing facilities for industrial research
and management instruction.

1v1anagement education programs

have already been instituted at the College but it appears
that the full potential of this very important community asset
has not yet been exploited.

As Nasson: continues to develop

its facilities for management and industrial research,
Sanford~Springvale

should find the college an increasingly

important asset for future industrial development.

*
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In summary, it appears that the Sanford area is the
best organized for future industrial development of any of
the major communities wit hin the State.

Although some

mistakes have apparently been made in the acquisition of
new firms to replace lost employment, they are offset by
the community's progressive attitude toward future
expansion and by its several major assets for this expansion.
2.

Biddeford -Sa co
The

Biddeford~Saco

area also enjoys the advantages of

location in the southwestern part of the State, in favorable
proximity to markets and transportation services.

i.

Coordinated industrial effort between the two communities
is an advantage
Possibly the most important asset which Biddeford
and Saco possess is their organization for coordinated
industrial development.

The group, the

Biddeford~Saco

Industrial Commission, is an organization sponsored by the
two communities and composed of members from each.
The commission came into being based on a joint realization
that the two communities are in fact an economic unit
and that each is dependent upon the other for the optimum
development of economic growth in the area.

From an

operating standpoint the organization is still young; problems
in its working relations need to be resolved.

For instance,

there are evidences within the area that the concept of
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integrated industrial development has not yet gained full
acceptance.

However, the formation of the organization is an
important step forward and should be considered an asset
for the future development of the area.
ii.

Availability of labor, low property taxes. and desirable
living conditions are other asse t s for the area
As in the case of Sanford, Biddeford-Saco has
suffered a loss of industrial employment in the recent past.
Although such a factor can hardly be characterized as
beneficial, the residue of workers in the area resulting
. from this manufacturing cutback is an important resource
for future development.

The skills and productivity of

these workers are also highly regarded.
Local taxes within the area are below the State
norm, which, in combination with low state taxes,
presents an attractive tax picture to manufacturers.
The recreational assets of the area particularly
those associated with the sea coast are exceptional.
General hiring conditions are enhanced by the ready
accessibility to Portland and Boston.
iii.

Sites and buildings are not being exploited
As a result of the loss of manufacturing in the area,
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the Biddeford-Saco area finds itself with a considerable
amount of manufacturing space on hand.

Ordinarily

availability of space is a strong attraction for new firms.
But, although one new manufacturer has located in this
existing space, it does not appear as if this valuable plant
location tool has been utilized to the greatest extent.

In

addition, area development plans appear to be commited
to filling up these existing buildings rather than exploring
the feasibility of a balance between old manufacturing space
and new general purpose buildings.
In addition to manufacturing space, Saco has

designated a 170 acre plot directly accessible to the
Maine Turnpike as the Saco Industrial Park.

As yet, this

development has not been successful in attracting new
industrial firms.

>!<

In summary, it appears as if Biddeford-Saco is well

situated for further industrial development.

However,

development ac tivities are apparently not well organized
and lack of organization has hindered a well directed
program of expansion.
The framework for a strong organization already
exists in the Biddeford-Saco Industrial Commission and
supporting organizations.
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planning survey now being conducted by independent
consultants will aid materially in lending direction to the
area's organizational activities.
3.

The Greater Portland Area
In a consideration of future industrial development in the

Greater Portland Area, several factors should be recognized:
(1) Greater Portland is the major metropolitan area in the State,
(2) Historically, the area has developed as a distribution and
commercial center rather than an industrial center.

This

distribution complex includes not only Maine but parts of
New Hampshire and Vermont as well, (3) As a result of this
development as a center for commerce, Area business firms are
substantially oriented to the service trades.

These factors are

important to the success of the Area's development activities.

i.

The Greater Portland Area has organized as an integrated
area
Greater Portland has taken one major organizational
step which is unique in Maine.

This is the identification

of an economic identity among 13 cities and towns in the
Area.

The city of Portland is the hub for this Area grouping.

However, two other cities - South Portland and Westbrook
are included. as are towns which are entirely residential
or agriculturally oriented.
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Within the Area there is evolving patterns for the
future:

one, that the Area Development Council of the Chamber

of Commerce should be the coordinating body for economic
expansion, and two, that the paths of development will differ
among the communities.

Thus, certain communities can be

expected to develop industrially while others should maintain
a residential or agricultural orientation.

It is important to

note that this has been a gradual evolution of attitude within
the Area.

It is far from definitely established in which

communities industrial development activities should be
concentrated and there remain major areas of conflict
among and within these communities.
ii.

There is a sizeable difference of opinions as to the future
development of the city of P ortland
As the major city in the complex, Portland might be
assumed to be most advanced in forward planning for future
development.

This does not appear to be the case, however.

In Portland, there is a sizeable difference of opinion

as to the degree of industrial development which should be
targeted for the city.

There is doubt expressed as to

whether the city should attempt to become primarily an
industrial center at all.

It should be pointed out that it is possible that

Portland's future does not lie in a greater industrial
orientation.
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Sanford, Portland 1 s substantial distributional facilities

'

its key location as a commercial center for three states,
and its excellent although largely unused port facilities,
might logically lead to further development of its commercial
character rather than a wholly industrial development.

The major problem which faces the city is that it
does not appear to have come to grips with its future.

The

lack of definition of the future role of the city appears to be
hindering Portland 1 s industrial development programs, and
substantially affects the community's
toward incoming industry.

over~all

attitude

This generally has hampered

the Area's Development Council in its efforts to attract
new indus try.

iii.

The Portland Area has important assets for industrial
development
With an already established integrated area organization on paper, if not always in practice, there are many
reasons why the Greater Portland Area can expect further
industrial expansion.

Its geographical position in the

southwestern portion of the State permits easy accessibility
to New England and northeastern regional markets.

As the

major metropolitan area within the State, as well as the
State's distribution center, the Area has the mos\: complete
transportation services available to any area in Maine.

Its

port facilities are excellent and, as pointed out earlier, a
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very distinct potential asset not only for Portland but for the
State as a whole.

In terms of living conditions, the Greater

Portland Area is well located in relationship to seacoast,
woods and lakes, and recreational facilities.

As the major

metropolitan area in the State, the Area provides a certain
amount of "big city" cultural offerings and Boston is
relatively accessible.

The recently established Portland

branch of the University of Maine promises eventually to
develop into a four year course of instruction.

iv.

Greater Portland 1 s major limitation is in labor availability
On the other side of the coin there -appear to be
certain limitations to further industrial development in the
Portland Area.

Some of which obtain for the area as a

whole, some of which are true of only certain communities.
Earlier in this discussion, the problem of community
attitude was touched.

As present this must be considered

a disadvantage for the Area as a whole, although the strength
of this attitude appears to be centered in the City of Portland.
As important, however, is the labor situation in the

I

Portland Area.

It is understood that workers in the Portland

area are not less skilled than those in other areas in Maine

J

and that union organization is less developed in the area

1

than in other industrialized areas in the State.

I

An example

of this is the new Raytheon operation now scheduled for
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Lewiston.

It is understood that one major consideration to

Raytheon management was the availability of a substantial
number of female workers.

These workers were found in

Lewiston, while they were not available in the Portland area.
This view was corroborated by a manufacturer with plants
in .Portland and Sanford.

He found no appreciable difference

in the skills of his workers in either plant, but was faced with
worker shortages in Portland.
There are, of course, factors to consider in assessing
the labor resource of Portland in relation to other areas,
namely, that the area's more service trade based economy
has not suffered the major employment losses of other areas.
However, the Portland Area must recognize that new firms
with substantial labor requirements will find much easier
going filling those requirements in other areas of the State.

*

*

In summation, it can be said that the Portland Area

does offer substantial advantages for further industrial
development, particularly those associated with its preeminence as a metropolitan center and its favorable location
in the southwestern part of the State.

It is not as well

endowed with available labor as other areas in Maine.
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But the major problem the communities within the
Portland Area face is a l a c k of exactness as to just what
their industrial development goals should be and the problem
of unfavorable community attitude to industry which this
lack of future goals causes.

The Greater Portland Area

concept is a major first step in the direction of organizing
commu..11.ity thinking.

To gain full benefit from this concept

the communities must reach agreement on what their

over~

all development objectives are to be.
4.

Lewiston - Auburn

The

Lewiston~Auburn

Area has developed over a period of

time as the State's most important industrial section .

This

industrial growth has largely come about through the textile mill
concentration in Lewiston and the growing shoe industry centered
in Auburn.

In the future, from a purely industrial development

standpoint, the communities of Lewiston and Auburn seem to stand
most favorably for further expansion in th e near term.
i.

Lewiston-Auburn 1 s major as set is availability of labor
With the development of the industrial complex of
the Lewiston-Auburn area has come the development of a
large labor force.

The work force has developed skills

in textile operations which permits ready adaptation to other
industrial disciplines.

This favorable factor of labor

availability and skills in the area is testified to by the recent
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Raytheon plant location decision.

The area, however, possesses advantages for further
development in addition to the availability and skills of its
work force.

Lewiston-Auburn also enjoys a relatively favorable
location to the markets of the northeast with accessibility
via the Maine Turnpike by truck and rail service south an.d
via Canadian routes . . Existing manufacturing space, due to
. the closing down o£ earlier industries within the area, is an
important tool for further short term expansion.

Both

communities are highly industrially oriented and community
attitude toward new industry is extremely good.
Of particular value to the area is the existence of
Bates College which provides valuable cultural benefits
to the area.
ii.

The major limitation of the area appears to be the relations
between Lewiston and Auburn
The drawback which is likely to have the greatest
effect on future development of this area is the poor official
relation between the two communities.
Of the several twin city relationships to be found in
Maine it is nowhere more logical that two communities should
cooperate for industrial development.

Unfortunately, however,

this is not the -case.
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Of the twop Auburn is considered more the residential
commu..""lity while Lewiston is more industrially' oriented.

The

tax levies in Lewiston are lower than those of Auburn and this
has contributed to industries expressing a preference for
Lewiston for plant location.
that it just cannot

compet~

This leads to feeling in Auburn

with its cross river neighbor

for new manufacturing.
Another point of friction is the water supply for the
two cities.
Auburn.

Most of Lewiston's water comes from Lake

Auburn provides most of the maintenance costs for

this water supply and feels that in doing so it is subsidizing
its neighbor and permitting Lewiston its lower tax rate.
These points are symptomatic of unfortunate relations
between the two communities.

In reality, it appears that the

two communities complement each other sociologically and
economically.

Industry located in one community can obviously

benefit the other even though it may not directly lighten the
tax burden.

Although community leaders accept the fact

that the close proximity of their two communities indicate
identification between the two on the part of industry, little
constructive effort has been put forth -to integrate development
activities.
It is felt that such integration between the two communities can substantially increase industrial

developme~t

the area as a whole.
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for

In summation, it appears that the

Lewiston~Auburn

Area does offer major as sets for further industrial growth
particularly in regard to labor availability and skills.
However, industrial development is being hampered by lack
of cooperation between Lewiston and Auburn.

Both commu-

nities could profit from coordinating their economic
resources to provide a more attractive package for new
industry.

6.

Augusta

In terms of economic development, the city of Augusta has
certain almost unique advantages.

These advantages are likely

t o shape the course the community takes in the future.
i.

Being the state capital lends stability to Augusta's economy
Augusta derives considerable direct and indirect
benefits as the capital of the State.

Directly, the state

government is one of the major employers in Maine, and
is a factor for stable employment in Augusta.

Indirectly,

the State is a desirable employer and an expanding one.
As State activities expand Augusta will be the direct
ficiary of this expansion.

bene~

It can be seen, then, that the

existence of State government facilities at Augusta is a
stabilizing factor on the community's economy and should
continue to provide this effect.
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ii.

Augusta is not active in industrial development

Possibly due to the existence of the state government
and the fact that Augusta has not lost employment due to
plant shutdowns as have other communities, there has been
no outstanding need for an active industrial development
effort in Augusta. And generally speaking, none has been
made.

Since there have been no major industry losses,

there is no labor surplus within the community.

In

discussing this point, industrial managements in Augusta
mentioned the fact that during periods of peak labor needs,
workers and/ or labor skills were sometimes unavailable.
Transportation is another area which appears to be
In

generally adequate, except at times of special needs.
the cases, for example, where immediate delivery is

desired, Augusta's geographical location and/or freight
service is a limitation.
In summary, the Augusta economy appears to be

stabilized by the influence of the State government
facilities.

But, from the standpoint of future industrial

development the city appears to be somewhat tardy in
developing ways and means to attract new industry.

This

lack of active industrial development, which might be a
serious one for other communities, is probably not as
critical for Augusta with its reliance upon State administrative facilities.
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7.

WateJ;"ville

Waterville is another community in Maine that has suffered
substantially from employment loss through the shutdown of mill
operations.

It is likely that the economi c impact of these mill

closures has stimulated Waterville into an active industrial
development posture in the past few years.

And the community

now appears to be much better organized for development than
other Maine communities •
i.

Waterville has a progressive philosophy on i ndustrial
development
The development philosophy of Waterville, as
expressed by its community attitude toward industrial
development, is a major advantage to the city.

Indicative

of this attitude are a number of pioneering steps which
Waterville took in the interest of further industrial expansion.
Waterville is one of the first communities to develop a
speculative building for incoming industry, and is also well
known throughout New England and the rest of the country
for its adult vocational training program.

The aim of these

vocational programs is to prepare Waterville's labor force
with the skills needed by new industrial prospects.

Of

particular importance in this regard has been the cooperation
among the various municipal State and private groups
interested in the program.
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The

Watf~rville

area has also taken some steps in the

direction of an area concept for industrial expansion.

The

city feels itself a natural hub for a sizeable part of west
central Maine.

An area concept for common action is not

yet firmly established, however, and there are still many
"go it aloneers'' in the area.

Despite differences of opinion

on the subject, it appears that Waterville is further along
the road to an operating area philosophy than are most
other communities of similar size in the State.
ii.

Waterville has important assets for future development
Waterville appears to be well supplied with available
labor and, because of the Area Manpower Resources program,
the vocational program mentioned above, this work force
ha·s the opportunity to acquire skills with relative ease.
Because of an early interest in a speculative building,
Waterville can present a reasonable balance of available
manufacturing space both of contemporary general
purpose manufacturing facilities and older existing
buildings.

In addition, Waterville has a major asset in Colby
College.

Colby, an excellent small liberal arts school,

has over the years established a successful and beneficial
working relationship with local and state based industry.
The college offers adu:lt education programs in a variety
of fields and appears willing to offer more if sufficient
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interest is evinced by Maine ind ustry.

At present the Waterville area is limited by a
somewhat remote location, particularly when compared with
certain other communities within the State.

This remote-

ness and inaccessibility, however, should diminish substantially when the Maine Turnpike is extended to Waterville
and on to Bangor and points east.

*

*

*

*

*

In summary, Waterville appears well organized for
further development, and has demonstrated a particularly
desirable community attitude to new or expanded industrial
firms.

Labor is available in the area, and the mechanism

for developing new skills in the work force is available.
A major drawback which undoubtedly affected
development in the area is Waterville's relative remoteness
from markets.

This situation is expected to be alleviated

somewhat when the Maine Turnpike is extended.

*

*

*

*

A factor which should be discussed at this point is
the development of a more coordinated industrial development effort between Augusta and Waterville.
Less than twenty miles separates the two communities
and despite the traditional autonomy which Maine communities
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treasure there are important economic ties between the two
cities.

A typical example of these ties is the present consideration of an area airport which might be located somewhere between Augusta and Waterville.

From an economic

view o! airline operations, it appears unlikely that separately
both the Augusta and the Waterville airports will see substantial future growth.

An area airport serving both cities

and environs would more closely fit the pattern of the
future air transport situation in to the state.

If an area

airport plan, as now being considered is to come into being,
an important step in bringing the two communities into a
closer relationship will have been made.
8.

The Rock,land Area
This discussion will treat Rockland and the communities
surrounding it as an area, and will also consider the effect
of the economic development in nearby communities and local
areas.

i.

Industrial diversification is an important factor in the
Rockland are ....
One factor which is apparent in a survey of the
Rockland Area is the diversity of industries located in and
around the area.

Rockland itself has had a varied economic

history, but because of its seacoast location the community
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has always been closely associated with the fisheries
industries.

The products of the sea are still Rockland's

most important source of income.

However, the Rockland area also has the only
producing cement factory in the New England area; the
limestone deposits in and around '!'homaston are

under~

stood to be more than adequate for the foreseeable future.
Another important factor is the growing influence of the
broiler industry in the state of Maine and in the general
area under consideration.

Although the broiler industry

is centered in Waldo County, north of the Rockland area,
it also contributes materially to the economy of Knox
County as well.
ii.

Raw materials based industries should continue to be the
major factor in the Area's future economic deve l opment
Existence of materials based industry augurs well for
the Rockland area in the future.

However, the most

important part that the Area can play in future development
is greater expansion of these and related industries.

The

fisheries industries, for instance, could be assisted through
the identification and exploitation of new markets and through
the development of improved catching and production methods.
Similarly, the limestone deposits in the area could be
exploited to a greater degree through expanded markets.
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fu the past Rockland has attempted to expand industry

through community effort.

The organization of Knox Industries,

Incorporated is a good example of this.

In the same vein,

effort s are being made now to organize Knox County as
an area wide basis for a concerted area development effort.
It is understood that the communities surrounding Rockland
are now b ande d together and wait only for the city itself to
join in.

*

*

*

The Rockland - Knox County Area has developed a
combination of raw material oriented industries which
hold promise for future expansion.

Organization for common

industrial development activity has early beginnings in the
city of Rockland although the impetus latterly has shifted
to the smaller communities of Knox County.
5.

B ath-Brunswick
The Bath .. Brunswick Area in Maine is one of the State's
most s ucc essful economic sections .

The prosperity is largely

based on the influence of Federal militar y expenditures, and the
story of these expenditures is largely the story of the area's
economy.

I

I

I
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1.

The United States Government is the major economic
influence in Bath~Brunswick

The influence of the United States Government on the
economy of Maine can be seen by an examination of business
activity in the State.

From 1957 to 1958, a year of

re~

cession. Maine state retail sales subject to sales tax
collections dropped 54 percent.

However, there was a wide

variation in the change from 1957 to 1958 in particular places
within the State.

Three of the eight largest shopping centers

showed increases.

In the Bangor, Presque Isle, and Bath-

Brunswick regions, sales increased 3. 1, 8. 9, and 3. 6 percent
respectively in spite of the recession.
In Presque Isle part of the increase is accounted for
by a rise of 3. 8 percent in farm marketings and a 6. 7 percent
in gross wages in manufacturing in the area.

However, in

all three of these areas probably the principal contributor
to increased economic activity was the stimulus o£ Federal
Government outlays for defense installations and procurements.

!

In Bath-Brunswick, the Bath Iron Works is the major

1

manufacturing employer o£ the area and builds guided

I

missile destroyers for the United States

Navy~

The

I

\
I

1
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Brunswick Naval Air Station is also a major employer in
the area and has largely absorbed the employment loss
suffered when the Verney Mill closed in 1955.
In short, the Bath-Brunswick area is enjoying a high
State ~average

level of employment at higher than

wages

directly due to the Federal Government ' s military program.
It appears unlikely that this high level of employment
based on government procurement in the area can last
indefinitely.

The Brunswick operation is the la.rgest Navy

air installation on the North Atlantic.

It has much to

commend itself strategically in relation to fleet movements
nearest Europe.

However, it is understood that the

Pentagon is re-examining its entire defense setup to better
align it with the needs of missile defense and warfare.
What effect this might have on Brunswick is not known,
but the situation is not a static one.

It may be that a

more diversified employment base will become an absolute
necessity for
ii.

Bath~Brunswick.

Bath-Brunswick's opportunities for more industrial
diversification appear limited
The relative prosperity of the Bath-Brunswick area
in a sense limits its attractiveness to new i ndustry in
comparison with other localities in Maine.

It has a

reputation as being a wage area for Maine, and has no
substantial available work force.
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workers became available when the Verney Mill closed in
Brunswick but these wor k ers h ave either been absorbed
elsewhere {although over 70 percent remained in the
Brunswick labor market) or were of such an advanced age
as to be considered generally unemployable now.
The Area •s assets are generally in living conditions enhanced by the location of Boudoin College in Brunswick in which it is particularly blessed,

and a favorable and

accessible location in Southwestern Maine for local and
regional markets.

*

*

*

In summary, it appears that

Bath~Brunswick,

because

of Federal installations and manufacturing contract,
enjoys a relatively high level of employment and wages.
However, the area is not particularly well equipped for
further industrial expansion.

9.

T he Bangor Brewer Area
As in the case of Portland, the historical development of
the B ang o r Area is important in shaping the present and future
economi c development of the Area .

Bangor traditionally has

been the commercial and distribution center for central and a
par t o f e a s t e rn Maine .

Geographi c ally the area of which Bang o r

is t he hub i s considerably larger than that served by Portland.
It is, of cour s e , a c onsiderably less populated area and less
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of a factor in the State 1 s over-all economy.

i.

One problem in the Area is a t titud e toward industrialization
As in the case of Portland, Bangor appears to be
undecided as to future economic development in the area.
The areas of difference are not as strongly drawn as in
Portland, however, and appear to center on whether
greater industrialization will affect the commercial and
distribution base that the Bangor area has established.
This position reflects the influence of a number of well
established old families in Bangor.

These families,

who through the years have shaped the commercial
character of Bangor, are a present force for the maintenance
of this character.

It is not to be inferred that a balance

between commercial and industrial interests cannot be
developed.

However, there is not to be found in the

Bangor area the unanimity of effort devoted to industrial
expansion as is found in other Maine communities, and it
is likely that the commercial interests in the Bangor
area have influenced this lack of coordinated effort.
ii.

Bangor's relations with the DED have deteriorated
A second important aspect of development attitude
in Central Maine is the conviction the State Department

of Economic Development is not providing the area with
the assistance that the southwestern sections of the state
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receive.

There is apparently justification for this feeling.
However, the bitterness with which the feeling is expressed
in Bangor indicates how far relations between local people

and the DED have deteriorated.

As a result of this,

" the State isn't interested in us anyway'' attitude.

Bangor

industrial developn1ent has been peculiarly self-generated.

iii.

Assets of the Area are largely associated with natural
resources
Specifically, Bangor's assets for further development
appear strongest in natural resources.

There are

opportunities to exploit the agricultural potential of
central Maine, particularly in the development of potato
growing areas and the expansion of the broiler industry.
The growing of high quality forage crops also appears a
likely possibility as well.
Forest products industries are already well

I

established north and east of the Bangor Area.

I

Further

development of these industries should also benefit the

I
I

community.

I
I

Another important factor is the existence of the

I

University of Maine at Or,ono.

It must be said ~hat Maine

has not made proper use of its colleges and universities.
Cer tainly the research and economic study areas available
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at the University of Maine can be of extreme importance
to Maine industry of the future.

The fortunate geographical

location of the University in the Bangor Area can be expected
to have a beneficial effect upon the development of the Area.
iv.

Remoteness is the Area's chief limitation

Major disadvantage facing the Bangor Area is that
it is remote from existing domestic markets and is remote
by and large from the center of the Maine market itself.
Transportation to and from Bangor is · certainly not as
developed as is found elsewhere in the State and
transportation costs are a serious drawback.

The situation

should be alleviated by the extension of the Maine Turnpike
to Bangor which will permit a great deal more accessibility
for the community to the rest of the State and New England.
Transpo rtation to and from the area will always be a
comparative disadvantage and strengthens the belief that
Bangor's industrial development will be associated with the
development of natural resources in its immediate area
or the larger area for which Bangor is the accepted center.
It appears further that Bangor is not particularly well
supplied with labor and, as has been pointed out, available
skills in the Area are less diversified than those of the
southwestern part of the State.

*
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In summary, it would appear as if Bangor's major
need in the near future is to identify more precisely the
position in industrial and economic development the
community wants to adopt; in essence, to establish a
desired balance between commercial and industrial growth.
Secondly, Bangor's particular combination of assets and
limitations indicate that the community can develop most
logically in raw materials oriented industries.
10.

Aroostook County
Because of the similarity of problems in industrial
development faced by individual communities in Aroostook
C ounty, this discussion treats the county as an entity with
reference to specific communities as called for by the
discuss ion.
i.

Four key factors are import<Omt to the economy of
Aroostook County
Four factors appear to be of key importance in the
present economy and future development of Aroostook
C ounty.
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These are:

{1)

the economic dependence upon the potato crop;

(2)

the extreme remoteness of the county generally
from the rest of the country;

(3)

the development and influence of federal government
installations at Limestone and Presque Isle; and

(4)

the dissimilarities both in general attitude and
topography between Aroostook and the rest of Maine.
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ii.

A r o ostook has a raw ma.terials economy

Potatoes and potato products are the most important
influence in the county 1s economy.

And this has given the

ec onomy a very unstable character.

Aroostook potato

fa rmers are speculators and the uncertainty of the potato
c01nmodities market lends a high degree of uncertainty
to the e c o nomy of Aroostook County .

This has been an

his t o r ic c haracteristic of the county in its development a s
a potato growing center.

Aroostook County is relatively

s ecur e from c omplete potato crop failure, but fluctuati on s
in p o tato pri c es r ender

uncertain how profitable the

potato gr ower's operations is going to be from season to
sea son .

T his has caused a high degree of seasonal

insta b ility a lmost to be built into the county's economy .
Rec ently , developments in processed potatoes has
int rodu c ed a stabilizing influence on the potato economy .
The d e ve l opment of processed potatoes in new forms (fr o zen,
flak ed, granuled) has created a larger market for the
pot a t o re source.

Further, thse processed potatoes

impose requir ements in terms of quality and consistency
wh ich h opefully will upgrade the Maine potato and provid e
a stable and gr owing market for at l e ast a portion of
Aroostook's p o tato outpu t.
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Another stabilizing influence is the growing importance
of the forest industry to Aroostook's economy.

The western

part of the county has a vast forest potential, although it is
still largely potential.

I

As this area is more fruitfully

exploited, it should lend greater balance to the

I

over~all

economy of the county.

I
(

iii.

I

Federal installations have aided economic stability

I

The United State's Government's substantial

I

invest~

ment in facilities at Limestone and Presque Isle has
introduced a new economic factor into the over-all
economy of the county.

The economy of Northern

. Aroostook now no longer relies entirely upon the potato
crop but receives a substantial economic shot in the arm
from these Federal installations.

Recent figures indicate

that personnel and civilian payrolls for the four airbases
in Maine (Brunswick, Dow, Loring, and Presque Isle)
amount to approximately $52 million.

It can readily be

seen what affect the Loring and Presque Isle installations
must have in Northern Aroostook.
Too great an economic reliance upon these installations might be dangerous.

All indications are that Loring

should survive indefinitely because of its strategic location
for missile installation.

Presque Isle, however, might

suffer from a reshuffling of the country's defense alignment.
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iv.

A different outlook appears to exist in Aroostook County

l

l

Aroostook County, particularly the northern part

I

I

of the county, is substantially different from the rest of

(

the State of Maine.

(

character of the country in Aroostook County and in the

One major difference is the topographical

I

I

rest of the State.

l

look more like sections of the Midwest or Northwest than

I

The broad rolling potato crop lands

the characteristic New England terrain.

I

Another apparent

difference is in the attitudes of Aroostook people.

l

Generally,

there appears to be more of a willingness to speculate or
"go for broke" attitude than is to be found in the more
traditionally conservative parts of Maine.

This attitude

possibly stems in part from the propensity to speculate
on the part of the potato grower or from the expansion
associated with the U. S. Air Force installations.
Whatever the causes for the Aroostook attitude, it
provides an aura of optimism .for the future of the area.

*

*

*

*

*

In summation, it appears as if the Aroostook economy
rests basically upon raw material assets with an important
contribution from U. S. Government facilities.

Because

of the remoteness of the area, it can be expected that
future development in the county will also be raw
material based.
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Prospects appear optimistic for future expansion
(

within the county.

I
l
I

Important developments are taking

place in the potato processing industry; market demand
for new firms and dehydrated potatoes have leveled off the ·

(

gradual decline of per capita potato consumption.

I
I

The forest oriented industries are also strong in

I
(

the county.

I
The county does face a major problem in remoteness
from its markets.

However, freight transportation facilities

are well regarded and improvement in transportation can
be expected as the Maine Turnpike is eventually extended
to Holton.
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APPENDIX A
RESULTS OF ADS FOR TECHNICIANS

RESULTS OF ADS FOR TECHNICIANS
Skills
Aircraft Production Machines
Cabinet Makers
Carpenters
Crane Operators
Designers
Draftsmen
Drill, Mill, Press Operators
Electricians
Grinders
Inspectors
Leadmen -Aircraft
.Mechanics
Machinists

Number of People
33
7

Average years experience
7
14
12
11
18
7
6
11

6
6

I'l
24

16
10
20
15
11
29

5
8
6

9

61

13

3
5
4
56
6
22
11
~elders
22
Miscellaneous, Various Broad Fields 52

12
15
9
6
20
12
8
12

M~~s

Plumbers and Pipefitters
Printers
Production Machine Operators
Power Station Attendants
Tool and Die Makers
Truck Drivers

ADDITIONAL UNSOLICITED RESPONSES
1

6
6
7
3
2
5
6
10
1
1
7
1
1
1
1
3
62

Agricultural Education
Application Engineers
Accountants
Men with B. A. Degrees
.Men with Business Administration Degrees
Chemists
Civil Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Instructor - Medical School PhD
Lawyer
Mechanical Engineers
Physical Education Instructor
Professor - Math and Physics
Purchasing Agent
Safety Engineer
Textiles, 1 Engineer, 1 Manager, 1 Superintendent
Total

Source: Maine Department of Economic Development
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APPENDIX B

COMPARATIVE HOURLY EARINGS 1956
MAINE AND THE UNITED STATES
SELECTED INDUSTRIES
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F<lrt Kent • Mcdo'Misko
Caribo.o • Pres'l"• Isle
Houlton
Mllllnocket
Calais
Eastport Lubec
MachiGS
Jonesport
Bar Harber
Stonington
Bucksport • Ellswcrth
Bangor-Brewer-old Town
Dexter· Builfad
Selfost
Rocklond - Thomaston
Skowhegan • Madison
WoteMIIe
Augusta • Gardin«
Brunswick • !lath
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z
0
,....
0
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leather .
Products

Textile
Mlll
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Textiles
ond
Apparel

F<lllricoted
Mata I
Products

$1.76

$0.79

$1.83

$1.49

$1.45

$1.45

$2.07

1.33
1.26
1.48

1.74
1.36

1.41
1.46
1.69

1.76
1.21
1.20
1.()6
1.14
2.23

2.19
2.18

Formington-livet"'fnae Foils

Rumford • Bethel
Norway • SOJih PQris
Auburn - lewiston
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Bridgeton • Cornish
Biddefad • Saco • Sanford
KiHery
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m

Foocl &
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Products
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$2.21
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$2.31

Stono,Clay
& Glass
Products
$1.96

Chemicals
&Allied
Products

s

Printing

ond
Publlshing
$2.42

Fvmihle
and
Fi::d'\.1'81

$1.69

MAINE

0

....

logging
and
Sawmills

---

1.75
2.03
1.35

1 ;29
1.41
1.39
1.46
1 •.50
1.30
1.25
1.11

1.13
1.06
1.76
1.23

.93

1.23

1.59
1.49
1.03
1.30
1.30

1.38
1.41
1.10
1..47
1.39
1.54
1.37

1.49
1.45
1.43
1.28
1.28
1.20
1.23

1.60

1.53
1.38

.88

.n
.95

1.04

.88
.67

1.93
1.48

2.06

1.38

1.68

.89

1..50

1.84

1.49

1.13
1.55
1.40

.96
.96

1.34
1.40
1.34

1.36
1.43
1.59

1.40
1.30
1.32

1.57

1.45

2.00

..

1.36

1.40
1.38
1.64

1.54
1.26
1.58

1.48

1.08

1.63

1.39
1.39

.97

1.38

1.26

1.04
1.12

1.42

1.49
l.lS
1.24

1.25
·1.84
1.90

1.17
1. 24
1.05

1.47
2.26

2.18

1.65
1.51

i.14

1.84
2.13

2.10

2.09

1 •.50

1.95
1.27

1.20
1.85

1 • .50
. 1.25
1.60
1.79
1.56
1..50
1.48
1.14
1.75
1.82
1. 25
1.40

1.36
1.70

APPENDIX C
WORKING TIME LOST BY STRI KES
1954 - 1958

WORKING TIME LOST BY STRIKES 1954 ~ 1958

Year

Number of
Stoppages

Number of
Workers
Involved

Number of
Idle
Man-days

All Maine Industry

1958
1957
1956
1955
1954

15
16
16
18
22

2,270
3,740
1, 490
11, 390
2,400

28,200
45,800
11, 900
276,060
40,800

Manufacturing

1958
1957
1956
1955
1954

3
7

970
2,810
1, 020
9,780
1, 670

18,300
39,700
7' 190
259,2IO
33,760

Maine Stoppages
as a Percent of
National

6
4

11

1958
I957
I956
I955
I954

A

I

. 1%
• 3%
. I%
.4%
.2%

. I%
. 3%
A/
I. O"o/o
.2%

Less than • 05%

Source: Department of Labor and Industry
Census of Maine Manufacturers
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APPENDIX D
COMPARATIVE HOURLY EARNINGS ALL
MANUFACTURING MAINE ECONOMI C
UNITS AND SELECTED STATES
1955 - 1958

COMPARATIVE HOURLY EARNINGS All MANUFACTURING
MAINE ECONOMIC UNITS AND SELECTED STATES 1955- 1958

1955

Connecticut
Massach~netts

New Hompshl,..
Rhode Island

Vermont
NewJ-y
New York
Ohio
Pemsylvanla
West VIrginia
Maine Total

1956

1957

1958

$1.88
1.71
1.47
1.56
1.51

$1.98
1. 80 --,.
1.55
1.65
1.60

$2 .08
1.88
1.60,
1.72
1.67

$2.16
1.95
1.64
1.75
1.70

1.94
1.90
2.11
1.88
1.91

2.05
1.99
2.21 ._
2.00
2.03

2.14
2.08
2.32
2.10
2.13

2.21
2.·16
2.40
2. 15
2 .24

$1.45

$1.56

$1.62

$1.65

2.13
1.35
1.46
2.46
'
1.84
1.00
1.12
1.24
1.29

2.17
1.38
1.50
2.73
2.08
1.11
.99
.96
1.28
1.26

2.23
1.61
1.53
2.83
2.12
1.29
1.27
1.05
1.39
1.40

2.30
1.44
1.46
3.39
2.04
1.23
1.36
.91
1.41
1.38

2.13
1.55
1.47
1.29
1.40
1.40
1.76
1.44
1.78
1.31

2.31
1.65
1.64
1.38
1.49
1.47
1.71
1.58
1.99 .
1.56

2.18
1.68
. 1.67
1.41
1.48
1.56
1.74
1.58
1.94
1.63

2.01
1.71
1.56
1.50
1.62
1.57
1.76
1.58
2.oa
1.65'

1.93
1.15
1.37
1.70
1.29
1.49.
2.1(}

2.25
1.39
1.44

2.05
1.39
1.55
1.88
1.26
1.68
2.38

2.28
1.49
1.50
1.96'
1.30
1.6T
2.70

Maine Economic Areas
Fort Kent- Madawasko
Caribou - Pres~ Isle
Hoult~

Mlllmacket
Calais
Eastport - Lubec
Machias

.77

Jonesport
Bor HOrbor
Stonington
Bucksport - Elisworth
Bongor•Bre_,.- Old Town
Dexter - Gull ford
Belfast
Rockland- Thomcnton
Skowhegan - Madison
Waterville
Augusta - Gardiner
Brunswick - Both
Farming!~

- livermore Follt

Rumford - Bethel
Ncrway - South Ports
Aubum - Lewiston
Portland - Wettbrook
Bridgeton .- Comlth
Biddeford - Saco - Sanfcrd
Kittery
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APPENDIX E
THE CLIMATE OF MAINE

THE CLIMATE OF MAINE
The majority of air masses affecting the State belongs to these
types:
(1)

Cold, dry air pouring down from subartic North America,

(2)

Warm, moist air streaming up on a long overland journey
from the Gulf of Mexico and subtropical waters eastward,

(3)

Cool, damp air moving in from the North Atlantic.

Because the atmospheric flow is usually offshore, Maine is more
influenced by the first two types than it is by the third.
The state of Maine does not have long weather patterns (i.e.
long hot or cold spells).

Changeability is also one of its features on a longer

time scale.
Summer temperatures average delightfully cool and are reasonably
uniform over the State. Average temperatures vary from place to place much
more in winter than in summer.
The average length of the growing season for vegetation subject
to injury f.rom freezing temperatures is about:
140 - 160 days

Coastal Division

120 - 140 days

Southern Inferior Division

100 - 120 days

Northern Division

Less than 100 days

Extreme Northern

Snowfall: a rough guide is an increae of one inch in seasonal
snowfall for each twenty-five feet increase in altitude.
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The percentage of possible sunshine averages from fifty to
sixty in most of the southern half.

This varies along the coast from near

fifty at Eastport to sixty at Portland.

Higher elevations and much of northern

Maine average nears forty-five percent.

The average annual number of

clear days is mostly between eighty and 120 in the southern half and from
about fifty to ninety in the north.

Source: United States Weather Bureau
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APPENDIX F
MEAN SNOWFALL :
SELECTED MAINE STAT IONS

MEAN SNOWFALL: SELECTED MAINE STATIONS

Station

Annual Snowfall

Augusta

70.9 inches

56. 1

. Bangor
Bar Harbor

74.9

Belfast

49.7

Brunswick

69.3

Farmington

92.3

Fort Kent

90.7

Greenville

107.0

Hiram

82.1

Houlton

94.5

Jackman

126.4

Lewiston

84.9

Millinocket

94.3

Moosehead

97.7

North Bridgeton

87. 5

Rockland

52.2

Rumford

92.7

Source: United States Weather Bureau
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